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Preface

This report describes the results of a scoping study to estimate the external
costs of the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle. This work was performed within the
framework of a Commission of the European Communities research project to
quantify the external costs of different fuel cycles.

The work was carried out by the Nuclear Energy Business Unit of the Ne-
therlands Energy Research Foundation under contract to the Institute for
Environmental Studies (IVM) of the Vrije Universiteit of Amsterdam.

© Netherlands Energy Research Foundation, Petten, 1995.
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Summary

This report describes the results of a scoping study to estimate the external
costs of the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle. This study was performed within the
framework of the Commission of the European Community's External Costs
of Fuel Cycles project The external costs of a fuel cycle are those costs
which are excluded from the standard calculation of the cost of electricity.
These costs are borne by society as a whole and include, in particular, the
health and environmental costs which result from the operation of the
facilities involved in a given fuel cycle.

At present the uranium enrichment, electricity generation and interim storage
stages of the nuclear fuel cycle take place in the Netherlands. These stages of
the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle have been studied in detail and the external costs
associated with these stages estimated using up-to-date site specific data. The
other stages of the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle do not currently take place in the
Netherlands. In general the external costs associated with these stages have
been estimated using data from the literature. Relatively few transports of
radioactive materials associated with the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle take place
in the Netherlands and the external costs associated with all transports has
been based on values in the literature.
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1. Introduction

In order to make informed choices between the fuels and technologies
available for electricity generation decision makers should have access to
information related to the costs associated with each option. The standard
calculation of the cost of electricity is based upon the costs of extracting the
primary fuel and its use in power generation. This standard calculation
usually includes the labour, capital, operating, fuel and insurance costs and
taxes. Those costs which are excluded from the standard calculation of the
cost of electricity are called external costs. These costs are borne by society
as a whole and include, in particular, the health and environmental costs
which result from the operation of the facilities involved in a given fuel
cycle.

In 1991 the Commission of the European Communities launched a research
project to quantify the external costs of fuel cycles (the ECFC project). The
objective of the first phase of the ECFC project was to develop a
comprehensive methodology for quantifying the external costs. In the second
phase of the project this methodology has been applied to a wide range of
fuel cycles and in a number of different European Union member states. In
particular the ECFC methodology has been implemented in an extensive study
of the French nuclear fuel cycle [1].

This report describes the results of a scoping study to determine the external
costs of the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle performed within the framework of the
ECFC project. The emphasis in the scoping study was on those stages of the
Dutch nuclear fuel cycle which actually take place in the Netherlands. These
stages were studied in detail to determine whether the external costs for these
stages differ significantly from those calculated in the French reference
study [1]. The stages of the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle which do not take place
in the Netherlands have been analysed in detail in the French reference
study [1] and where applicable the results of this study have been used for
this scoping study.

In chapter 2 the methodology used to quantify the external costs is described
and an overview of the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle is given. Chapters 3, 4 and 5
give detailed accounts of the analysis of the uranium enrichment, electricity
generation and interim storage stages of the nuclear fuel cycle. These are the
stages of the nuclear fuel cycle which currently take place in the Netherlands.
In chapter 6 a summary of the quantification of the external costs of those
stages of the nuclear fuel cycle which do not currently take place in the
Netherlands is given. It is presently unclear whether the final disposal of high
level waste from the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle will take place in the
Netherlands or elsewhere in the world. This stage of the nuclear fuel cycle is
also covered in chapter 6. Chapter 7 describes the transport of radioactive
materials within the Netherlands which result from the nuclear fuel cycle
activities. Finally, the results of this scoping study are summarised and
discussed in chapter 8.
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2. Methodology

In this chapter the methodology used to quantify the external costs associated
with the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle is described and the limitations of this
scoping study are stated. Section 2.1 describes the general methodology
adopted in the ECFC project and how this applies to the nuclear fuel cycle.
The radiological health impact is widely considered to be the most important
external cost associated with the nuclear fuel cycle and this scoping study is
limited to quantifying this impact The methodology for quantifying the
radiological impact is described in section 2.2. Section 2.3 describes how the
radiological health impact has been translated into monetary units. Finally an
overview of the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle and a list of the reference
technologies for this study are given in section 2.4.

2.1 The General ECFC Methodology

The general objective of the ECFC project is to make a realistic quantification
of the external costs of a number of different fuel cycles. The external costs
are those costs which are not included in the standard calculation of the cost
of the electricity generated by a given fuel cycle. In particular, the costs
associated with the impact on the environment and on human health are
usually classified as external costs. In the framework of the ECFC project it is
the incremental external costs which should be quantified. The incremental
external costs are the external costs associated with adding to the already
installed capacity. The assessment of the external costs associated with the
electricity generating stage of the fuel cycle should therefore be based on a
modern facility (representative of 1990's technology). The analysis should
include the external costs related to the operation of facilities at all stages of
each fuel cycle.

In order to maximise the consistency of the results for the different fuel
cycles the methodology for quantifying the external costs for each fuel cycle
is based on the impact pathway approach. The impact pathway approach
essentially quantifies the impact of a given technology from the source via
the exposure pathways to the expected impact on man or the environment
Each fuel cycle has a large number and a wide range of impacts. Therefore,
for each fuel cycle the most important impacts (the priority impacts) have to
be selected and then quantified.

For the nuclear fuel cycle the general considerations above imply that the
external costs of building, operating and decommissioning a modern nuclear
power plant should be quantified. The external costs of the associated
additional activity at all other stages in the nuclear fuel cycle should also be
quantified. It can however generally be assumed that this associated
additional activity occurs at existing facilities for these stages of the nuclear
fuel cycle and therefore that the external costs resulting from the building and
decommissioning of these facilities do not have to be taken into account. The
facilities used for quantifying the external costs of each stage of the nuclear
fuel cycle are listed in section 2.4 below and described in detail in the
following chapters.

ECN-C--95-029



External Costs of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle

The external costs associated with the nuclear fuel cycle can be categorised as
resulting from either an impact on human health or from an impact on the
environment. In this study no monetary evaluation of the environmental
impacts is attempted. In the French reference study [1] it is argued that
environmental impacts, such as increased levels of ionising radiation and the
impact of releases of heated water, are not priority impacts. An impact on
human health can be further categorised according to whether it is an impact
on the health of the public or an impact on the health of those individuals
employed in nuclear fuel cycle activities. Impacts on human health can also
be categorised as to whether they are radiological or non-radiological in
origin. In this scoping study the non-radiological health effects have not been
considered. For the nuclear fuel cycle as a whole the French reference
study [1] shows that for the public the costs of these health effects are
negligible in comparison with the costs of the radiological health effects. For
the workforce it is debatable as to whether these costs should be classified as
external costs in the framework of the ECFC project. In the analysis of the
costs of severe accidents at a nuclear power plant the costs of
countermeasures have been taken into account.

2.2 Assessment of the Radiological Impact

The operation of a facility at any stage of the nuclear fuel cycle can lead to
an increased exposure to ionising radiation for both the workers at that
installation and the general public. The radiological impact associated with
the normal operations at all stages of the nuclear fuel cycle should be
quantified. Additionally, the radiological impact of potential accident
situations at all stages should also be taken into consideration. Because of the
possibility of severe accidents at nuclear power plants which can result in
early deaths amongst the surrounding population a considerable amount of
work has been done in assessing the accident situations which could occur. A
probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) now forms part of the licensing
requirements for nuclear power plants. However, accident situations at the
installations at other stages of the nuclear fuel cycle have generally not been
analysed in such detail. Usually the accident analyses covered in the safety
cases for such installations are restricted to a few design basis and beyond
design basis scenarios. In the French reference study [1] only accident
situations at the electricity generating stage and the transport of radioactive
materials stage have been considered. In this scoping study the external costs
of severe accidents at the electricity generating stage of the fuel cycle have
been quantified. For other stages of the nuclear fuel cycle which take place in
the Netherlands a qualitative discussion is given of the external costs of
possible accident situations. The consideration of the external costs associated
with accidental situations is restricted to those costs resulting from the public
radiological impact

Exposure to ionising radiation can lead to both deterministic and stochastic
effects in humans. Deterministic effects result when sufficient cells in a tissue
are killed to impair the functioning of that tissue. Deterministic effects only
occur above a certain threshold level of radiation exposure. During the
normal operation of all facilities in the nuclear fuel cycle all individual
exposures are below these threshold values. Individual dose levels above
these threshold values can only occur during accident situations. Deterministic
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Methodology

effects are therefore not considered for the normal operation analyses in this
study, but the possibility of deterministic health effects was considered in the
analysis of severe accidents at the electricity generating stage. The possibility
of deterministic health effects is implicitly included in the qualitative
discussion of accidental releases at other stages of the fuel cycle.

Stochastic effects can occur when an irradiated cell is modified rather than
killed. If the modified cell is not repaired it may develop into a cancer. If the
damage is to a germ cell this may lead to effects in the progeny of the
individual exposed. In this study the stochastic effects considered are fatal
cancers, non-fatal cancers and severe hereditary effects. It is generally
assumed that there is no threshold level of dose for the occurrence of
stochastic effects and that the dose-response function is linear and begins at
the origin. This assumption implies that the collective dose to the population
can be used to calculate the total number of expected health effects.

The measures needed to quantify the radiological impact are therefore the
collective dose to the public and the collective dose to the workforce. The
impact pathway methodology adopted for assessing the collective dose to the
public is based upon existing consequence analysis and probabilistic safety
analysis methodologies. The assessment of the collective dose from
authorised liquid and atmospheric releases uses standard dispersion and
population exposure models (see relevant section in text). Where applicable
the collective dose to the local population from direct irradiation from an
installation has also been quantified. The quantification of the collective dose
from the severe accident situations at the electricity generating stage has been
performed using the COSYMA accident assessment code (see paragraph 4.5).
The quantification of the collective dose to the workforce is generally based
on installation specific occupational monitoring data.

Collective doses can be translated into expected numbers of health effects
using the probability of occurrence data given in Table 1.

Table 1 Probability of occurrence data for stochastic health effects

Population

Public

Workers

Note:

fatal cancers

0.05

0.04

Probability of Occurrence

non-fatal cancers

0.12

0.12

(per manSv(1))

sev. hered. effects

0.01

0.006

(1) The manSv is the measure for collective dose and is equal to the sum of the individual
doses in the population under consideration.

The data in Table 1 is based upon the most recent recommendations of the
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP). In publication
60 [2], ICRP published the updated nominal probability coefficients for the
occurrence of fatal cancers and severe hereditary effects which are reproduced
in Table 1. The probability of occurrence of non-fatal cancers data in Table 1
has been derived from the lethality fractions for different cancers given in [2].
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2.3 Monetary Evaluation of the Radiological Impact

The two methods which are commonly used to assess the economic impact of
radiological health impacts are the human capital approach and the
willingness-to-pay approach. The human capital approach evaluates the
economic impact of health effects in terms of the loss of output to the
economy and the medical costs incurred. The willingness-to-pay approach
uses public survey results to derive data with which to evaluate the impact of
health effects in economic terms. The main advantage of the
willingness-to-pay approach is that it is consistent with the basic premise of
the theory of welfare economics, which is that public sector allocative
decisions should reflect as far as possible the informed preferences of those
who will be affected by the decision [3]. The monetary evaluation of health
effects in the ECFC project uses health effect cost data calculated using the
willingness-to-pay approach.

For the ECFC project as a whole a value of 2.6 million ECU has been defined
for the statistical value of life. This value is used in the present study for the
monetary evaluation of fatal cancers. In the French reference study [1] values
of 0.25 million ECU and 2.6 million ECU have been used for monetary
evaluation of non-fatal cancers and severe hereditary effects respectively.
These values have been adopted for the present study.

In this study monetary evaluations have been performed for three different
discount rates. The discount rate can be an important factor in the
quantification of the external costs. In strict economic terms the discount rate
determines how costs incurred in the future are evaluated in present day
values. The use of discount rates is a standard procedure in capital investment
decisions. However, the choice of the discount rate is ultimately a political
and social one. In particular, the intergenerational equity principle plays an
important role in the choice of a discount rate in situations where the costs
and benefits associated with a decision are incurred over longer time periods.
In this study discount rates of zero, three and ten percent are used.

When a discount rate other than zero is used then the time span of the
impacts clearly has an effect on the monetary evaluation. For radiological
impacts this implies that both the time distribution of the exposure of the
population group and the time distribution of the health effects which result
from this exposure have to be taken into account. The time distribution of the
exposure of a population group will depend on that group and on the
exposure pathways. All occupational exposures resulting from the activity in
a given year will occur in that year. For the general public the exposure
pathways are more complicated and releases in one year may lead to
exposures in future years. The time distribution of the health effects which
result from an exposure is governed by the population group under
consideration and the latency times for the different health effects.

In this study a number of simplifying assumptions have been made when
modelling the above two factors. In general it was assumed that all exposures
resulting from the releases in a given year occur in that year. The exception
is for long lived global circulation nuclides. For short lived radionuclides this
is clearly a realistic assumption. For longer lived radionuclides the
reasonableness of this assumption will depend upon the characteristics of the
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radionuclide and of the environment into which it is released. The impact of
this assumption will be to overestimate the costs of the radiological impacts
for discount rates other than zero. The time distributions of the resulting
health effects have been modelled by using average latency periods for the
different cancer types. The average latency periods were calculated using the
life expectancy of the Dutch population, the average age of the Dutch
population and the average number of life years lost data given in [2]. Based
upon these assumptions the cost of a manSv received in a given year and
discounted to that year were calculated. These values are given in Table 2.

Table 2 Cost ofmanSv data for different discount rates

Discount Rate

Cost of manSv (MECU) ( 1 )

Public Occupational®

3%

10%

0.186

0.072

0.013

0.145

0.059

0.011

Note:
(1) For non-zero discount rates the discount correction factors for severe hereditary effects

presented in the reference study [1] were used.
(2) The average latency periods assumed for (he occupational group were assumed to be the

same as for the general population.

For discount rates other than zero, assumptions also have to be made
concerning the time frame in which the various activities in the nuclear fuel
cycle take place. Figure 1 gives an example of a simplified time frame for
those stages of the nuclear fuel cycle which take place in the Netherlands.

Final
rterr»mmi<L<doning

Storage

Initial

Reactor
Operation

Reactor
Construction

- +40y« -

- + 10 yn -

. —y/—^
"r
• Low, TnMmnrrilattt

Enriched Umzduoi

—yy—^
and High Level

Waste?

— • / / - * >

Enrichment Electricity Interim
Generation Storage

Figure 1 Illustrative time frame for Dutch nuclear fuel cycle activities

In this study the time period between the decision to build a nuclear power
plant and it coming online is assumed to be 10 years. The power plant is
assumed to remain operational for 30 years. It is assumed that the activities
associated with a years operation of the power plant at the uranium
enrichment stage and the interim disposal stage occur in that same year. It is
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assumed that the initial decommissioning of the plant takes place within a
few years after reactor operation ceases and that final decommissioning takes
place several decades later.

Some of the simplifying assumptions made above could be improved upon in
a more extensive study of the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle. However, some
simplifying assumptions will always be necessary, in particular, those
assumptions related to the time frame in which the nuclear fuel cycle
activities take place. It is therefore emphasised that the calculations for
discount rates other than zero should be interpreted as illustrative.

For the severe accident evaluation at the electricity generation stage the
COSYMA code was used. The economic evaluation was done by the economics
module of the COSYMA code. The assumptions above related to the modelling
of the time distribution of the population exposure and of the time of
occurrence of the health effects do not apply to the COSYMA code. Details of
the severe accident assessment at the electricity generating stage are given in
section 4.5.

The results of the monetary evaluation are presented in the form of mECUs
per kWh. A well documented problem is whether and how to combine the
results for normal operations with those for severe accidents. In order to be
consistent with the results presented in the French reference study [1] the
severe accident results presented in this study are mean values which are then
simply added to the results from normal operation. However, there are many
arguments against such a presentation. In particular it can be argued that
welfare economics suggests that different weightings should be given to the
external costs associated with normal operations and accidental situations. For
completeness cumulative complementary distribution functions of the offsite
costs associated with accidental situations at the electricity generating stage of
the nuclear fuel cycle are presented.

2.4 The Dutch Nuclear Fuel Cycle

The nuclear fuel cycle spans all the operations required to mine and process
uranium ore, to manufacture and supply fuel to nuclear power reactors, to
generate electricity, to store and dispose of spent fuel and other wastes, and
possibly the operations required to reprocess and recycle spent fuel. The
transport of materials between each stage in the cycle is also classified as part
of the nuclear fuel cycle. The Dutch nuclear fuel cycle is assumed for this
study to be a so-called once through fuel cycle with reprocessing. This is
consistent with the current policy of the Dutch government, which is to
reprocess used fuel, and with the current reality, which is that to date the
plutonium extracted from the used fuel has not been reused in the nuclear
power plants.

The majority of nuclear fuel cycle activities take place outside the
Netherlands. Figure 2 shows which stages in the nuclear fuel cycle take place
in the Netherlands and the major flows of materials between the stages. It is
presently unclear whether the final disposal of high level radioactive waste
from the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle will take place in the Netherlands or
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elsewhere. This figure also shows that only a part of transports associated
with the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle actually take place in the Netherlands.

Hie Netherlands Outside The Netherlands

Mining & Milling

Conversion

Enrichment

Fuel Fabrication

Electricity Generation

Interim Storage

Final Disposal

Figure 2 A schematic view of the Dutch Nuclear Fuel Cycle

There are currently two nuclear power plants, one uranium enrichment facility
and an interim storage facility in the Netherlands. The two nuclear power
plants are the Dodewaard nuclear power plant, operated by
N.V. Gemeenschappelijke Kernenergiecentrale Nederland (GKN), and the
Borssele nuclear power plant, operated by N.V. Elektriciteits-
Productiemaatschappij Zuid-Nederland (EPZ). The Dodewaard nuclear power
plant is a 56 MWe boiling water reactor which started operation in 1968. The
Dodewaard reactor was built and is operated with the primary objective of
gaining experience of nuclear power. The Borssele nuclear power plant is a
449 MWe pressurised water reactor which started operation in 1973. These
two plants contribute approximately 5% to the electricity needs of the
Netherlands.

The uranium enrichment facility is located near Almelo and is operated by
Urenco Nederland. Uranium is enriched at the facility using ultracentrifuges
and the first test facility started operation in 1970. Since then the facility has
been expanded several times and a licence application for further expansion is
currently being prepared.
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The interim storage facility is located in the municipality of Borssele and is
operated by N.V. Centrale Organisatie voor Radioactief Afval (COVRA). This
is a new facility and is currently only partly operational. The facilities for
storing high level radioactive waste still have to be built.

Since there is no modern (i.e. 1990s technology) nuclear power plant in the
Netherlands the reference technology for the electricity generating stage was
defined to be a "generic" modern nuclear power plant The reference location
for this plant was chosen to be the location of the existing Borssele nuclear
power plant. The analyses of the external costs from the normal operation of
this plant are based upon up-to-date discharge data and occupational
monitoring data from the existing Borssele nuclear power plant The analysis
of the external costs from severe accidents is based upon a published source
term for a modern nuclear power plant. For the uranium enrichment stage the
Urenco plant at Almelo was chosen as the reference technology. For the
interim storage stage the COVRA facility near Borssele was chosen as the
reference technology.

The reference technologies for those stages of the nuclear fuel cycle which
take place outside the Netherlands were generally assumed to be as in the
French reference study [1]. It is currently unclear as to whether the final
disposal of waste from the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle will take place in the
Netherlands or elsewhere. A generic reference technology was assumed for
this stage in the nuclear fuel cycle.
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3. Uranium Enrichment

3.1 Introduction

Uranium enrichment is the only front-end stage of the nuclear fuel cycle
which takes place in the Netherlands. In a once-through fuel cycle this stage
takes place after the mining, milling and conversion stages. The enrichment
process serves to enrich the 235U content of the uranium hexafluoride (UF6)
produced by the conversion process from about 0.7% to the 3-4% needed for
the fuel of a typical light water reactor.

The reference technology for this stage of the nuclear fuel cycle is the
uranium enrichment facility located near to Almelo which is operated by the
Urenco Nederland. Other Urenco facilities are located at Gronau (Germany)
and Capenhurst (England). In this chapter the reference facility, the
radiological impact resulting from normal operations of the facility and the
monetary evaluation of this impact are described. The contribution of the
radiological impact of possible accident situations at the reference facility to
the total external cost of the nuclear fuel cycle is qualitatively discussed.

3.2 Description of Reference Technology

The following description of the Urenco facility in Almelo is based on the
information given in [4].

Uranium has been enriched at the Almelo site for more than twenty years. In
1970 the test facility, seperation plant 1 (SP1), which had a capacity of 25
ton Separative Work per year (tSW/yr), came into operation. SP1 remained in
operation until 1981. In 1972 a licence was obtained for a second test facility
SP2, which also had a capacity of 25 tSW/yr. In 1974 a licence was granted
to build and operate a demonstration facility SP3, with a capacity of 200
tSW/yr. Since 1985 SP2 forms a part of SP3 and is as such no longer an
independent enrichment facility. In the late seventies plans were made for a
further plant SP4, with a maximum capacity of 1000 tSW/yr, and a site
licence was granted for a maximum capacity of 1250 tSW/yr. Urenco
Nederland is currently preparing a licence application to expand the site
capacity to 2500 tSW/yr. This expansion would be obtained by increasing the
capacity of SP4 to 1500 tSW/yr, the phased construction of a new plant SP5
and the phased closure of SP3.

The enrichment process used by Urenco is based on the ultracentrifuge
technology. The main systems of an ultracentrifuge enrichment facility are:
the UF6 gas feed system; the ultracentrifuge cascades and; the UF6 take-off
systems.

The function of the UF6 gas feed system is to transform the UF6 from its
solid to its gaseous form and to purify the UF6 gas of gases such as HF. The
UF6 containers are first heated in hermetically sealed autoclaves using hot air
(the pressure in the autoclaves is above atmospheric pressure). Following
purification the UF6 gas is lead through a number of pressure relief stations
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and the pressure of the gas reduced to below that of the atmosphere. In the
recently installed autoclaves in SP4 the pressure reduction takes place within
the autoclave.

The function of the ultracentrifuge cascades is to increase the fraction of 235U
to 3-4%, which is needed for the fuel of a typical LWR. An ultracentrifuge
consists of a high speed rotor within an evacuated mantle. Partial separation
of the uranium isotopes is achieved in the ultracentrifuge due to the
difference in their weight. A slightly enriched and a slightly depleted stream
of UF6 is produced by the centrifuge. Because the enriching power of an
individual centrifuge is low, the ultracentifuges are arranged in "cascades".
Whilst in the cascade the pressure of the UF6 gas is below atmospheric
pressure.

The function of the UF6 take-off systems is to transfer the enriched stream
(the product) and the depleted stream (the 'tails') of UF6 to storage
containers. Once in the containers the UF6 is solidified by means of cooling.

UF6 streams of different enrichment grades are homogeneously mixed to
ensure that the enriched uranium leaving the site meets the specification of
the customer. This takes place in the central services building. In addition to
the above systems there are a number of auxiliary and support systems such
as the ventilation systems and the waste water treatment system.

3.3 Radiological Impact of Normal Operations

3.3.1 Public Impact

During the normal operation of a uranium enrichment plant radioactive
materials are released both to the atmosphere and to the surrounding surface
water bodies. For a once-through nuclear fuel cycle releases will consist
essentially of the long-lived uranium isotopes 234U, 235U and 238U and the
short-lived decay products of 238U, 234Th and 234mPa [5]. For "closed" fuel
cycles the situation is different. The 235U content in reprocessed uranium is
below that needed for the fuel for light water reactors. Enrichment of the
reprocessed uranium is therefore necessary. Trace elements of fission products
and transuranic elements are present in reprocessed uranium and a fraction
may be present in the discharges from the enrichment plant.

Atmospheric Releases
The amount of radioactive material which may be released to the atmosphere
from the Urenco facility is limited by licence limits. These limits are
reproduced in Table 3.

The actual atmospheric releases from the Urenco site over recent years were a
fraction of the limits given in the table above. The assessment of the public
radiological impact was based on realistic release levels rather than the
licence limit values [6]. The collective dose to the public out to a distance of
1000 km from the site as a result from releases from the proposed increased
capacity (i.e. including SP5) was calculated to be 1.37 10"5 manSv. This
analysis was done with ECN'S NUDOS code [7].
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Table 3 Annual atmospheric discharge limits for Urenco

Release Point

SP2

SP3

SP4

Central Services Building

Note:

a-activity (MBq/yr)(1)

1.3

3.5

2.4

3.7

P-activity (MBq/yr)(1)

130

350

240

370

(1) Data taken from [4] .

Liquid Releases
The amount of radioactive material which may be released in liquid form to
the sewage system from the Urenco facility is limited as specified in the
licence. These limits are reproduced in Table 4.

Table 4

Release

Annual

Limit

liquid discharge limits for

a-activity (MBq/yr)(1)

20

Urenco

P/V-activity (MBq/yr)(1)

200

Note:
(1) Data taken from [4].

Liquid releases from the Urenco plant over recent years were only a fraction
of the release limits given above. In this scoping study releases to the sewage
system from the Urenco plant were not considered a priority impact and were
therefore not analysed.

Direct Shine
Considerable quantities of UF6 are stored at the Urenco site. This leads to an
enhanced level of gamma radiation at the site fence adjacent to those areas
where the UF6 containers are stored. The maximum dose rate at the site fence
has been estimated to be 0.5 uSv/hr [4]. There are however no inhabitants in
the immediate vicinity of the plant and very few within a one kilometer
radius of the site. The radiological impact on the public from this pathway
was not considered a priority impact in this study and has not been
quantified.

3.3.2 Occupational Impact

Workers employed in the operation and maintenance of the various processes
at the enrichment facility may be exposed to increased levels of ionising
radiation. Workers which fall into this category are individually monitored by
means of thermoluminescent dosimeters. Currently approximately 100
members of the workforce fall into this category. The collective doses to the
workforce at the Urenco enrichment facility for recent years have been
obtained and are presented in Table 5 [6].

For the monetary evaluation of the occupational radiological impact the
average value of the collective dose for the last three years has been used.
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Table 5 Occupational collective dose front normal operations

Year Collective dose (manSv)

1992 0.0175

1993 0.023

1994 0.029

3.4 Radiological Impact of Accident Situations

To date most research into accident source terms for nuclear installations has
concentrated on the electricity generating stage of the nuclear fuel cycle.
Accident analyses for other stages of the nuclear fuel cycle have usually been
restricted to a number of design basis accidents and/or a maximum credible
accident To date no full source term spectrum (i.e. a set of accidental
releases and the associated probabilities which covers the full range of
possible accidents for the installation under consideration) has been developed
for the uranium enrichment stage of the nuclear fuel cycle. In this study,
therefore, the analysis of the accidental situations at the uranium enrichment
stage is restricted to a qualitative discussion.

Accident scenarios can be constructed for the UF6 enrichment systems, for
the UF6 storage facilities, or for other activities which take place on the site
(for example the on-site transport of UF6 canisters). The majority of the
systems in a centrifuge enrichment plant work at sub-atmospheric pressures.
This implies that if a leakage occurs then air will leak in rather than the UF6

leak out. Only when the pressure inside the system equals the pressure
outside will UF6 begin to leak into the surrounding area as a result of
diffusion processes. Super-atmospheric pressures only occur in the feed
systems. Should a leakage in a feed system occur then UF6 will immeadiately
be released into the surrounding area.

Accident scenarios at enrichment facilities have been postulated with both
internal and external initiating events. Examples of internal events are a break
in one of the UF6 pipes or an electrical fire. An aircraft crash or flooding are
examples of external initiating events. In [4] eleven accident scenarios were
considered - eight with internal initiating events and three with external
initiating events. The probability of occurrence of each scenario has also been
considered. The majority of the scenarios considered result in little or no
release of radioactive material from the site. In Table 6 the accident scenarios
which would lead to offsite releases of radioactive materials from the facility
are listed. The probability of each scenario and the maximum offsite dose
(i.e. to an individual located at the site perimeter) associated with each
scenario are also given. The collective doses have not been calculated for
each scenario. The first three scenarios in Table 6 all have internal initiating
events, the first two being enrichment process pipe break scenarios. The third
scenario with an internal initiating event involves an accident during the
onsite transport of a UF6 container. The last two scenarios in Table 6 have
external initiating events. Both involve a military aircraft crashing on the
enrichment facility. In the first scenario the aircraft crashes on an autoclave
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area whilst in the second it crashes on the UF6 container storage area. In both
scenarios it is assumed that a fire follows the crash.

Table 6 Accident scenarios and associated maximal offsite doses

Accident Scenario^

UF6 pipe break

Hydraulic break of UF6 pipe

Onsite transport accident

Aircraft - Autoclave

Aircraft - Storage

Probability

1CT6<P<1O'4

10^<P<W4

io-2

4.4 10"7

1.3 10"6

Max Offsite Dose (mSv)

n.a<2>

9.0 10"3

n.a®

2.8 101

4.5 101

Note:
(1) All data taken from [4].
(2) Not analysed as offsite consequences bounded by the hydraulic pipe break scenario.

By comparing the maximum offsite doses given in Table 6 with the
maximum offsite dose from normal atmospheric releases one can gain an
impression of the relative importance of the radiological impact of accidental
releases with respect to normal atmospheric releases. The maximum offsite
dose (i.e. site fence) from one years normal atmospheric releases has been
estimated at 1.2 10"7 Sv. The ratios of the maximum offsite dose from normal
atmospheric releases to the maximum offsite dose from the hydraulic pipe
break scenario, the aircraft/autoclave scenario and the aircraft/storage scenario
are approximately 1.4 10"2, 4.5 10"6, 2.7 10~6 respectively. In all three cases
the estimated probability of occurance of the accident is lower than this ratio.

The above discussion infers that the radiological impact from accidents at the
enrichment facility is not likely to be significantly "greater" than the
radiological impact from normal operations. Greater should be interpreted
here in the sense of the data needed as input for the monetary evaluation. It
can therefore be concluded that, when considering the nuclear fuel cycle as a
whole, the radiological impact from accidents at the uranium enrichment
stage is unlikely to be a priority pathway.

3.5 Monetary Evaluation of Radiological Impacts

The monetary evaluation of the radiological impact on the public and on the
workforce is based on the collective dose to these two groups resulting from
one years operation of the enrichment plant. These collective doses were
assessed to be 1.37 10"5 and 2.3 10~2 manSv respectively. These doses have
to be normalised to the unit of electricity production (i.e. TWh) by taking
into account the production capacity of the facility. According to
UNSCEAR [5] for a once-through nuclear fuel cycle circa 130 tSW are
required at the enrichment stage to produce 1 GWy (i.e. 8.766 TWh) of
electricity. The normalised collective doses to the public and the workforce
from the uranium enrichment stage are given in Table 7.
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Table 7 Normalised collective doses from uranium enrichment

Collective Dose

manSv per years operation manSv/TWh^

Public 1.37 lCT5 8.1 10"8

Workforce 2.30 10"2 2.73 10"*

Note:
(1) In converting the collective dose per years operation to collective dose per TWh a

production of 2500 tSW was assumed for the public and a production of 1250 tSW for
the workforce (see section 3.3).

The normalised collective doses have been converted to normalised external
costs using the cost data given in Table 2. For discount rates other than zero
the time frame given in Figure 1 has been used. The external costs for the
uranium enrichment stage are given in Table 8.

Table 8 External cost data for uranium enrichment

Discount Rate External Cost (mECU/kWh)

Public Workforce

0% 1.5 10"8 4.0 10"5

3% 2.9 10-9 8.1 10"6

10% 1.4 10-10 3.8 10"7

The results in Table 8 can be compared with those given in [1]. In [1] the
costs of the non-radiological occupational health effects have been included in
the analysis. These costs dominate the total costs for all discount rates and
explain why the total external costs for all discount rates presented in [1] are
significantly higher than the total of the public and occupational costs in the
table above. With respect to the radiological impact the occupational costs
presented here are significantly (by a factor of a few tens) larger than those in
[1] whereas the public costs presented here are significantly (by a factor of a
few hundreds) lower than those presented in [1]. These differences are
primarly due to the differences in worker collective dose data and
atmospheric release data respectively.
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4. Electricity Generation

4.1 Introduction

The electricity generating stage is the raison d'etre of the civil nuclear fuel
cycle. As of 1 January 1994 there were 429 operating nuclear power plant
worldwide which represented an installed capacity of 338 GWe. There are
currently two electricity generating nuclear reactors in the Netherlands: the
Dodewaard boiling water reactor and the Borssele pressurised water reactor.
Together these reactors have a capacity of 505 MWe, which represents circa
5% of the Dutch electricity requirement

In this chapter the reference technology for the electricity generating stage is
described and the radiological impacts of this technology are evaluated in
monetary terms. The radiological impacts considered are those borne by the
public and by the workforce as a result of the construction, normal operation,
and decommissioning of the facility. Additionally, the offsite radiological
impact resulting from severe reactor accidents is quantified in monetary
terms.

4.2 Description of Reference Technology

Both of the existing reactors in the Netherlands have been in operation for
over 20 years. Neither can therefore be considered as representative of 1990's
technology. The reference technology for the electricity generating stage of
the nuclear fuel cycle was therefore defined to be a "generic" modern
pressurised water reactor. The analyses of the external costs from the normal
operation of this plant are based upon up-to-date discharge data and
occupational monitoring data from the existing Borssele nuclear power plant.
The analysis of the external costs from severe accidents is based upon a
published source term for a modern nuclear power plant The reference
location for this plant was chosen to be the location of the existing Borssele
nuclear power plant.

The existing Borssele reactor is located in the province of Zeeland. The site
lies approximately 1.5 km to the north west of the Borssele village and
10 km to the south east of Vlissingen and Middelburg. The site is located on
the northern bank of the Westerschelde and is approximately 20 km from the
Belgium border. This location has been named by the government as a
possible location for any future nuclear power plants.

The existing reactor at Borssele is a two loop pressurised water reactor which
was designed and built by KWU. The reactor has a net electrical power of
449 MWe and started operation in 1973. The average load factor for the plant
over the ten year period 1982 - 1991 was 78.8% [8]. The Borssele reactor is
a thermal reactor and the basic working of a pressurised thermal reactor is as
follows. As a result of the nuclear fission heat is produced in the reactor core.
This heat is transferred to the water coolant which is pumped around the
primary circuit. The water in the primary circuit is maintained under high
pressure in order to prevent it from boiling. The heated water in the primary
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circuit is used to transform the water in the secondary circuit to steam which
is then used to drive the turbine.

During the normal operation of the Borssele nuclear reactor radioactive
materials are released to the atmosphere and in liquid form to the
Westerschelde. Low and intermeadiate level solid radioactive wastes are also
produced and are transported to the nearby COVRA facility for storage and
possible treatment (see chapter 5). The other category of radioactive waste is
formed by the used fuel elements. New fuel elements consist primarily of the
elements 235U and 238U. As a result of the processes of neutron capture and
nuclear fission the fuel elements in the reactor core also contain substantial
amounts of transuranic elements and nuclear fission products. The reactor
core is the largest source of radioactive material in a nuclear power plant and
used fuel elements are classified as heat producing high level radioactive
waste. At the existing Borssele reactor the used fuel elements are stored in
the used fuel pond before being transported to La Hague (France) for
reprocessing.

The main source of the atmospheric and liquid releases of radioactive
materials and the low and intermeadiate level solid wastes is the reactor
coolant. There are three processes which contribute to the amount of
radioactive material in the reactor coolant: the activation of the coolant water
and any impurities; the activation of primary circuit corrosion products
present in the coolant water; and the leakage of fission products and neutron
capture products from the fuel elements. The reactor coolant is continually
cleaned and the radioactive materials are transferred to other reactor systems.
This results in three streams of liquid radioactive waste: liquid wastes from
the cleaning of the reactor coolant; leakage liquids from inside the controlled
area; and liquid wastes from the laboratories, showers, etc. These liquid
radioactive wastes are processed in the liquid waste treatment system. After
treatment all radioactive liquids are monitored before being released to the
Westerschelde.

Atmospheric radioactive releases are composed of material which has become
airborne in the various facility buildings and the release of radioactive gases
directly from systems which contain reactor coolant. The principal sources of
airborne activity are the leakage and evaporation of radioactive liquids from
the primary system and from auxiliary reactor systems and the activation of
air surrounding the reactor vessel. Radioactive materials (principally noble
gases) are released via hold-up systems from systems which contain reactor
coolant. All airborne radioactive material is filtered and monitored before
being released to the atmosphere.

The low and intermeadiate level solid radioactive wastes consist of
contaminated solid materials and solidified liquid and gaseous wastes. The
main sources of solid radioactive waste are: evaporation concentrates; filter
resins; air filters; contaminated clothing and materials; and solvents, oils etc.
The low and intermeadiate level solid radioactive wastes are transported to
the nearby COVRA facility for storage.

The radiological impact of the normal operations of a nuclear power plant
depends on a complex interaction of many factors such as plant design, plant
management and the location of the plant. The design of the existing Borssele
reactor dates from approximately thirty years ago. However, the radiological
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impact has been a factor when maintaining or modifying the plant (for
example in the choice of construction materials) since it first started
operation. Given that plant design is only one factor which contributes to the
radiological impact and that the design has been modified with this impact in
mind it seems reasonable to use the existing Borssele reactor as the reference
technology for the normal operations of the electricity generating stage.

For the assessment of the radiological impact of accidental releases from the
electricity generating stage of the nuclear fuel cycle it was decided to use the
published source term for a modern pressurised water reactor. The source
term used was provided by Nuclear Electric (UK) [9] and is appropriate for a
modern pressurised water reactor such as the recently completed Sizewell B
plant. This plant is a four loop 1200 MWe reactor designed by Westinghouse.

4.3 Radiological Impact of Facility Construction

Large construction projects such as the building of a nuclear power plant
inevitably have health risks associated with them. These risks are primarily
borne by the construction workforce in the form of accidental deaths and
injuries. Health risks to the public are a result of accidents involving the
transport of the construction materials. Before a nuclear power plant starts
operation there are no additional radiological risks to either the workforce or
the general population. Since this scoping study is restricted to quantifying
the external costs of the radiological impacts, the construction of the
reference electricity generating facility is not considered further.

4.4 Radiological Impact of Normal Operations

4.4.1 Public Impact

During the normal operation of the Borssele nuclear power plant radioactive
materials are released to the atmosphere and in liquid form to the
Westerschelde. The impact of these releases on the general public are
discussed in this paragraph.

Atmospheric Releases
The amount of radioactive material which may be released to the atmosphere
from the Borssele nuclear power plant is limited by the licence limits. In
recent years the actual amounts released have been significantly below these
limits. The licence limits and an overview of the atmospheric release data
over the ten year period from 1982 to 1991 are given in Table 9.

Detailed release data for the period 1980 to 1987 are given in [10]. The
average release data for this period can be taken as representative for the
period 1982 to 1991. The collective doses to the Dutch population resulting
from atmospheric releases calculated in [10] are reproduced in Table 10. The
average collective dose to the Dutch population resulting from the releases of
radioactive materials to atmosphere from the Borssele plant can be assumed
to be 2.1 10"3 manSv.
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Table 9 Atmospheric release data for the Borssele nuclear power plant

Noble Gases

Aerosols

131j

Other Halogens

Tritium (HTO)
14c <co/»

Note:

Average Release
1982-1991(1)

[TBq/a]

8

< 10"'

10"'

< 10"'

0.4

8.10"3

Maximum Release
1982-1991(1)

[TBq/a]

46

4 10"6

4.6 10 s

2 10"6

0.6

1 10"2

Licence
Limits
[TBq/a]

444

3.7 10"2

8.9 10"3

3.7 10"2

1.9

-

(1) All data taken from [8].
(2) The data for 14C are the average and maximum for the years 1991 and 1992.

Table 10 Collective doses to the Dutch population as a result of
atmospheric releases from the Borssele nuclear power plant

year

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

Average

Notes:
(1) All
(2) The

aerosols &
halogens^2'

0

4.1 10"'

3.7 10"*

1.3 10"'

0

4.1 10"'

2.1 10**

3.6 10"'

data taken from [10]
aerosol releases are

Collective Dose (manSv)(1)

noble
gases(3)

2.0 10"*

1.3 10"*

7.2 10"*

1.3 10*

7.4 10"*

7.0 10"6

4.5 10"'

2.5 10"*

tritium(4)

8.5 10**

9.6 10"*

5.6 10*

8.5 10*

7.5 10"4

4.6 10*4

7.0 10"*

5.4 10**

assumed to be made up entirely

14C(5)

1.1 10"3

1.1 10"3

1.1 10"3

1.1 10"3

1.1 10*3

1.1 10*3

1.1 10"3

1.1 10"3

total

2.2 10"3

2.2 10"3

2.8 10"3

2.1 10"3

1.9 10"3

1.6 10"3

2.1 10"3

1.7 10"3

2.1 10"3

of *°Co (which has a half life

(3)

p y
of circa 5 years) and the halogen releases are assumed to be made up entirely of I31I
(which has a half life of circa 8 days).
The noble gas releases are assumed to be made up of a mix of 133Xe (which has a half
life of circa 5 days) and 135Xe (which has a half life of circa 9 hours).

(4) The tritium (half life circa 12 years) released is assumed to be in the form of HTO.
(5) The 14C (half life circa 5736 years) released is assumed to be in the form of CO2.

A number of long-lived radionuclides (tritium, 14C, 85Kr and 129I) discharged
from nuclear power plants become widely dispersed throughout the world's
atmosphere and oceans. The total collective dose received from these
radionuclides is dominated by the dose received by the world (as opposed to
the local or national) population. It is therefore important to include an
assessment of the impact of these radionuclides when assessing the external
costs of the nuclear fuel cycle.
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Models for assessing the radiological impact of radionuclides dispersed on a
regional and global scale are given in [11]. Based on such models and the
atmospheric release data from the Borssele plant given in Table 9 it can be
concluded that the global dose from this group of radionuclides is dominated
by 14C (this agrees with the comparable results given in [1]). In Table 11 the
individual dose rates and dose commitments at various times following a
release of 14C are reproduced from [11].

Table 11 Individual dose rates and dose commitments for releases of 14C to
the atmosphere

Time after Release
[year]

10

100

1000

10 000

OO

Dose Rate(1)

[Sv/a per MBq]

2.3 10"17

4.0 10'18

1.5 101 8

5.4 10 1 9

0

Dose Commitment^1'
[Sv per MBq]

4.1 10"16

1.1 lO'15

3.1 101 5

9.1 10"15

1.4 10 1 4

Note:
(1) Data taken from [11]. The intake of 14C by man is dominated by ingestion; the intake

by inhalation is negligible in comparison [11]. The doses given above are based upon
committed effective dose equivalent per unit intake of 14C (5.7 10"10 Sv/Bq). The
difference between this and the committed effective dose per unit intake
(5.6 10"10 Sv/Bq) is negligible.

In order to convert individual doses to the collective doses needed for the
present study one has to make assumptions with respect to the size of the
global population in the future. A standard set of projections (i.e. not
predictions) for the world and its different regions is prepared regularly by
the United Nations. In 1992 the UN published 'long-term' projections to the
year 2150. For this year the projections showed world populations varying
from 6 to 25 billion. A constant world population of 10 billion is often
assumed for assessing the collective dose from globally dispersed
radionuclides and this assumption will be made here. The integrated
collective dose to 10 000 years to the world population from the global
dispersion from 14C of one years releases to atmosphere from the Borssele
nuclear power plant is therefore 0.73 manSv.

For all radionuclides apart from 14C it is assumed that the collective dose is
all incurred in the year of release. This assumption will lead to an overes-
timation of the costs from these radionuclides. Given the dominance of 14C
this is acceptable. For 14C the distribution of dose in time must be taken into
account when dealing with discount rates other than 0.

Liquid Releases
The amount of radioactive material which may be released in liquid form to
the Westerschelde from the Borssele nuclear power plant is limited by licence
limits. In recent years the actual amounts released have been below these
limits. The license limits and an overview of the liquid release data over the
ten year period from 1982 to 1991 are given in Table 12.
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Table 12 Liquid release data for the Borssele nuclear power plant

tritium

P and y activity

Note:

Average Release
1982-1991(1)

[TBq/a]

5

6 10"3

Maximum Release
1982-1991(1)

[TBq/a]

8

2 10"2

Licence
Limit(1)

[TBq/a]

28

1.85 10"1

(1) All data taken from [8].

A more detailed breakdown of the releases of radioactive materials to the
Westerschelde for the period 1980 to 1987 is given in [10]. For this period
the average releases of tritium and p/7 activity were 6.1 and 8.5 10 3 TBq/a
respectively. The collective doses to the Dutch population were calculated in
[10] and the results summarised in Table 13 below. The collective dose to the
Dutch population resulting from one years releases of radioactive materials to
the Westerschelde is assumed to be 2.5 10"3 manSv.

Table 13 Collective doses to the Dutch population as a result of liquid
releases from the Borssele nuclear power plant

year Collective Dose

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

Average

1.4 10"3

2.2 10"3

4.0 10"3

1.9 10 3

7.0 10"3

1.7 10"3

7.9 10"4

6.5 10"4

2.5 10-3

Note:
(1) Data taken from [10].

Direct Shine
There is no measurable contribution from the existing nuclear plower plant at
Borssele to the gamma dose rate in the surrounding area [8]. The direct shine
pathway is therefore not a priority pathway and is not considered further in
the present study.

4.4.2 Occupational Impact

Certain groups of workers employed at the Borssele nuclear power plant are
exposed to increased levels of ionising radiation. These workers are generally
involved in the operation and maintenance of systems within the controlled
area. Such workers are individually monitored and these individual doses can
be summed to give the collective dose to the workforce. The average
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collective dose is the input required for the monetary evaluation of this
radiological impact The average collective dose to the utility workers and
contractors at the Borssele nuclear power plant over the past few years is
1.2manSv [12].

4.5 Radiological Impact of Accident Situations

4.5.1 Introduction

In accordance with the general ECFC methodology the external costs
associated with potential accident situations at all stages of the nuclear fuel
cycle should be quantified. Since the accidents at Three Mile Island (USA)
and Chernobyl (former USSR) a substantial amount of work has been carried
out to assess the radiological impact of severe accidents at nuclear power
plants. Both deterministic and probabilistic methodologies are used to
quantify these impacts.

An example of a deterministic methodology is the study into the economic
impact of severe accidents at nuclear power plants which was carried out as
part of the Project Herbezinning Kernenergie [13] in the Netherlands. In this
study a number of accident scenarios at different locations in the Netherlands
were analysed. The cost categories considered were: the loss of the nuclear
power plant; public health; evacuation and relocation of population; the
export of agricultural products; working and living in contaminated regions;
decontamination; the costs of transportation; and tourism. In general the most
important cost categories were the loss of the nuclear power plant, the loss of
export goods and tourism. It is not clear wether all cost categories considered
in this study would be categorised as external costs in the ECFC project.

For the present study both the radiological impact of an accidental release of
radioactive material and the probability of occurrence of that impact are
important. Therefore the approach used here to quantify the monetary impact
of such releases was probabilistic safety analysis (PSA). A PSA for a nuclear
power plant is divided into three levels. A level 1 PSA determines, on the
basis of occurrence of accident initiating events and reliability studies for the
various subsystems, the probability of an accident which leads to a core
meltdown. Based on the core meldown scenarios, a level 2 PSA determines
the probability that the reactor containment will fail and the characteristics of
the associated release of the radioactive material (the source term). Based
upon the source term, a level 3 PSA determines the offsite consequences of
the releases. In the paragraphs below an overview is given of the
methodology and results obtained of the level 3 PSA carried out to determine
the offsite costs of severe accidents for the present study.

4.5.2 Accident Impact Assessment Methodology

The COSYMA [14] code was used to perform the severe accident impact
analysis. This code was developed in the framework of the CEC'S Methods for
Assessing the Radiological Impact of Accidents (MARIA) programme. The
COSYMA code consists of three modules: the near early (NE) module; the near
late (NL) module; and the far late (FL) module. The near modules are suitable
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for assessing the radiological impact of severe accidents at nuclear power
plants out to a distance of several tens of kilometers from the site. The far
module is suitable for assessing the radiological impact from a distance of
several tens of kilometers out to several thousands of kilometers.

The source term used to quantify the external costs of severe accidents at the
electricity generating stage of the nuclear fuel cycle was provided by Nuclear
Electric [9]. This source term is appropriate for a modern PWR such as the
recently completed Sizewell B plant. The full source term provided contained
12 degraded core accident scenarios and eight containment bypass accident
scenarios. The contribution of each scenario to the total external cost of
potential severe accidents depends on the magnitude of the release and the
probability of occurrence of that release. Analysis of the source term
spectrum provided and the results given in [9] indicate that eight accident
scenarios are likely to contribute more that 99% to the mean external cost.
These scenarios also define the shape of the cumulative complementary
distribution function (CCDF). The analysis was therefore restricted to these
eight scenarios (namely, degraded core scenarios 1 to 6 and containment
bypass scenarios 1 and 2).

The cost categories assessed by the COSYMA code are the costs of: early
health effects; late health effects; evacuation; relocation; decontamination; and
food bans. The external costs of a severe accident at a nuclear power plant
are dominated by the costs of the late health effects and the long term
countermeasures (see for example [1] and [9]). The cost of health effects was
assessed using the 'subjective' data option in the COSYMA code and the health
effect cost data given in Chapter 2. The cost data for assessing the costs of
countermeasures were left as the COSYMA defaults. The intervention levels
chosen for the implementation of countermeasures were based on national and
international requirements. The intervention levels used for food bans were
the European Community's Maximum Permitted Levels [15]. The
intervention levels for relocation and resettlement following relocation were
set at 50 and 10 mSv/yr respectively.

For a number of accident scenarios and discount rates it was shown that the
total offsite cost calculated using the far late module for all distances differed
by only a few procent from the total offsite costs obtained by using the near
early, near late and far late modules. For this analysis the far late module was
used for all distances. The site of the accidents was assumed to be that of the
existing nuclear reactor at Borssele. Population grids and agricultural
production grids were generated for this site using the GRIDS programme in
the COSYMA package.

4.5.3 Results

A CCDF was constructed for each discount rate (i.e. 0, 3 and 10%). A CCDF is
constructed as follows: by summing the probabilities of the scenarios
(i.e. accident scenario and weather conditions) which lead to a given offsite
cost a point on the CCDF is obtained; by repeating this procedure for all
values of offsite cost the CCDF is obtained. Each CCDF gives the probability
that the offsite cost of the accident will exceed a certain value.
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The CCDFS for the total offsite cost of the source term spectrum for the three
different discount rates are given in Figures 3, 4 and 5 below. The CCDFS for
all discount rates are very similar. This is because although the costs of the
health effects decrease with an increase in discount rate the costs of long term
countermeasures as calculated by the COSYMA code increase with an increase
in the discount rate. This is because both the costs of relocation and of food
bans include a contribution from lost capital services. One factor which
determines the magnitude of the lost capital services costs is the interest rate.
If the lost capital costs dominate the cost of these countermeasures and the
interest rate is greater than the discount rate (i.e. the default COSYMA

recommendation) then the cost of the countermeasures will increase with an
increase in discount rate.

I
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Figure 3 CCDF for offsite costs of severe accidents calculated for the
electricity generating stage - 0% discount rate
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Figure 4 CCDF for offsite costs of severe accidents calculated for the
electricity generating stage - 3% discount rate
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Figure 5 CCDF for offsite costs of severe accidents calculated for the
electricity generating stage - 10% discount rate

For the zero discount rate the cost of late health effects is the largest mean
cost for each accident scenario (i.e. averaged over the possible weather
conditions. The cost of late health effects generally makes up about 50% of
the costs associated with each scenario. The relative contribution of the costs
of relocation and of food bans depends on the (magnitude of the release of
each) scenario. For the larger release scenarios (i.e. the degraded core
scenarios) the costs of relocation countermeasures are generally larger (up to
a factor of 2) than the costs of the food bans. Relocation is generally not
necessary for the containment bypass scenarios and hence the total offsite
costs are made up more or less entirely from the costs of the late health
effects and the costs of the food bans. For discount rates other than zero the
relative contribution of the cost of the late health effects decreases (to circa
25% for a 3% discount rate and to circa 5% for a 10% discount rate). It
should be emphasised that the total costs presented above only take account
of those offsite costs modelled by the COSYMA code and that the fundamental
assumption underpinning the economics module in the COSYMA code is that
the economy essentially functions the same after a major nuclear accident as
before. That is, that the economy is able to absorb the costs of a major
nuclear accident.

4.6 Radiological Impact of Facility Decommissioning

Most modern plants are built to operate for 30 to 40 years. After operation
ceases at a facility, it has to be dismantled and the site made available for
other activities. This process is known as decommissioning. To date there is
only limited experience worldwide in the decommissioning of nuclear
facilities and no nuclear power plant has yet been decommissioned in the
Netherlands.

The radiological impacts associated with the decommissioning of a nuclear
power plant will depend to a large extent on whether the plant is
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decommissioned immediately or whether it is left for a number of years to
take advantage of radioactive decay before decommissioning. The timescale
in which the existing reactors in the Netherlands will be decommissioned is
currently unclear. Given the lack of data and the uncertainty with respect to
the policy decisions to be made it was considered unappropriate to attempt a
detailed assessment of the radiological impact associated with the
decommissioning of a nuclear power plant. The analysis here is restricted to a
qualitative discussion of the radiological impacts quoted in the French
reference study [1].

According to the values quoted in the French reference study [1], the public
radiological impact associated with the decommissioning of a 1175 MWe
pressurised water reactor in the United States of America is dominated by the
impact associated with the transport of radioactive wastes from the reactor
site to the waste treatment and storage facilities. These values are based on
the assumption that the used fuel elements are transported 2400 km by rail
and that the other wastes are transported 800 km by road. The public
radiological impact is estimated to be 1.45 10"4 manSv/TWh. This impact is
negligible in comparison with the impact on the global population as a result
of reactor operation and significantly less than the impact on the Dutch
population as a result of reactor operation. Given the proximity of the interim
storage facility to the reference site for electricity generation the public
radiological impact as a result of decommissioning the reference electricity
generating facility could be less than that given in the French reference study.

According to the values quoted in the French reference study [1], the
occupational radiological impact associated with the decommissioning of a
1175 MWe PWR is estimated to be 2.16 10"2 manSv/TWh. This figure is
significantly less than occupational radiological impact associated with the
operation of the reactor.

4.7 Monetary Evaluation of Radiological Impacts

The monetary evaluation of the public and occupational radiological impacts
associated with the normal operation of the reference nuclear power plant is
based on the collective dose data given in section 4.4. These collective doses
have to be normalised to the unit of electricity production (i.e. TWh) by
taking into account the electricity production of the reference nuclear power
plant (449 MWe). The normalised collective doses to both the Dutch and the
global populations (to 10 000 years) and to the workforce are given in
Table 14.
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Table 14 Normalised collective doses from electricity generation

Population Group

Public (Dutch)

Public (Global)

Workforce

Atmospheric Releases

Liquid Releases

Atmospheric Releases

Collective Dose (manSv/TWh)

6.6 10"*

7.9 10*

2.4 1 0 '

3.9 10"'

The normalised collective doses have been converted to normalised external
costs using the data given in Table 2. For discount rates other than zero the
time frame given in Figure 1 was used. The external costs associated with the
normal operation of the reference electricity generation technology are given
in Table 15.

Table 15 External cost data for electricity generating stage

Discount Rate

0%

3%

10%

Public

2.7

5.2

2.4

(Dutch)

io-*

io-5

IO-6

External Cost (mECU/kWh)

Public (Global)

4.4 10"2

2.5 10"*

1.6 10"5

Workforce

5.6 10'2

1.2 lO'2

5.4 10"*

The results in Table 15 can be compared with the corresponding results given
in [1]. The differences in the external costs associated with the collective
dose to the global public are due entirely to differences in the 14C release
data used. The occupational radiological impact data used in [1] is very
similar to the data given in Table 14. The differences in the occupational
external cost data for the normal operation of the electricity generation stage
are primarily due to the inclusion of non-radiological health effects in [1].
These differences can be substantial for discount rates other than zero since
non-radiological health impacts are generally immediate. Due to differences
in the exposed population, the release data and the models used, any
comparison of the external cost due to the collective dose to the Dutch
population with the data in [1] is limited. However, it should be noted that
the external cost associated with the collective dose to the Dutch population
falls between the values for the local and regional populations given in [1].
This indicates that the results are broadly comparable.

The external costs associated with the decommissioning of the electricity
generating technology are based on the radiological impacts quoted in the
French reference study [1] and given in Table 16.

The monetary evaluation of the public radiological impact associated with
severe accidents at the electricity generating stage of the nuclear fuel cycle
was performed using the COSYMA code. For each accident scenario a CCDF of
the offsite costs of that accident was constructed as described in section 4.5.
In order to be comparable with the French reference study [1] the mean
offsite cost of all scenarios for each discount rate are used here to derive
external cost per kWh data. The mean cost data (i.e. Ecus/yr) and the
normalised cost data are given in Table 17.
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Table 16 External cost data for decommissioning the electricity generating
technology

Discount Rate External Cost (mECU/kWh)

Public Workforce

0% 2.7 10"5 3.1 10"3

3% 3.3 10"6 4.0 10 4

10% 4.4 10"8 5.5 10"6

Table 17 External cost data for severe accidents at the electricity generating
stage

Discount Rate "Expected" Cost (ECU/yr) Normalised Cost (mECU/kWh)

0% 24980 2.97 10"3

3% 15784 1.87 W 3

10% 18410 2.19 10 3

In the French reference study [1] the off site costs associated with severe
accidents at the electricity generating stage of the nuclear fuel cycle were not
systematically evaluated. However, illustrative calculations were carried out to
assess the off site costs associated with four accident scenarios. These costs
were then normalised (i.e. mECU/kWh). The sum of the resulting normalised
costs obtained is significantly higher than the values given in Table 17. This
is primarily due to the higher scenario probabilities used in [1].

It is emphasised that the costs associated with severe accidents cannot be
represented by a single value such as those given in Table 17. Such values
should not simply be added to the values obtained from normal operations
from the facility to give a total for that facility. The CCDFS presented in
section 4.5 give a fuller representation of the external costs associated with
severe accidents.
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5. Interim Storage

5.1 Introduction

In accordance with the Dutch government's radioactive waste management
policy all radioactive waste will be stored for the next 50 to 100 years at one
storage facility. This stage in the nuclear fuel cycle is known as interim
storage. Following interim storage, the remaining waste will be placed in a
deep underground repository, either in the Netherlands or elsewhere. In this
chapter the reference technology for the interim storage stage of the fuel
cycle is described and the radiological impacts of this technology are
evaluated in monetary terms.

5.2 Description of Reference Technology

The organisation responsible for the interim storage of radioactive waste in
the Netherlands is the Centrale Organisatie Voor Radioactief Afval (COVRA).

In addition to the radioactive waste produced by nuclear fuel cycle activities
the COVRA is responsible for the radioactive waste produced by hospitals,
industry and research institutions. The COVRA is also responsible for the
transport of all radioactive waste from the diverse customer locations to the
COVRA storage facility.

The waste treatment and storage facility operated by the COVRA is located in
the municipality of Borsele. The site lies approximately 2 km to the north
west of the Borssele village and approximately 10 km from the towns of
Vlissingen and Middelburg. The site is located on the Vlissingen-Oost
industrial complex on the north bank of the Westerschelde. The site is several
hundred meters from the site of the existing Borssele nuclear power plant.

The activities which (will) take place at the facility are:

- the treatment of low/intermediate level waste;
- the storage of low/intermediate level waste;
- the storage of high level waste with a low heat output;
- the storage of heat producing high level waste.

At present only the first two of the above activities take place.

The low and intermediate level radioactive waste originates at the nuclear
power plants, hospitals, research institutions and industry. This waste consists
of gloves, clothing, packaging, liquids, filter resins, sediments, etc. Low and
intermediate level waste is categorised in the Netherlands according to its
isotopic composition and place of origin by the scheme reproduced from [16]
in Table 18.

Exactly how each assignment of low and intermeadiate level radioactive
waste is treated depends upon the characteristics of that assignment. The
waste treatment facilities available include incinerators for organic liquids,
corpses and solid wastes, shredders, solidification facilities and high pressure
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Table 18 Specification of low/intermediate level waste in the Netherlands

Group A a emitting wastes from hospitals, industry and research institutes

Group B pVy emitting wastes from nuclear power plant

Group C B/Y emitting wastes with a halflife greater than 15 years from hospitals,
industry and research institutes

Group D B/Y emitting wastes with a halflife less than 15 years from hospitals,
industry and research institutes

compactors. The way in which low and intermediate level waste from nuclear
power plants will be treated in the future depends to some extent on policy
decisions. After packaging, the low and intermediate level wastes are stored
in the low and intermediate level waste storage building.

The high level radioactive waste originates in the used fuel elements from the
nuclear power plants. The form in which this waste reaches the COVRA

facility depends upon whether the used fuel elements are reprocessed or not
In this study it is assumed that the used fuel elements from the reference
electricity generating plant are reprocessed. This conforms with the present
policy in the Netherlands. The high level radioactive waste returned from the
reprocessing plant will have two components; vitrified heat producing high
level waste and high level waste with a low heat output made up of
compacted fuel cladding. The high level wastes are not treated in any way,
only stored and if necessary repackaged. The high level wastes described
above are received and stored in either the building for heat producing high
level radioactive wastes or the building for non-heat producing high level
wastes respectively.

5.3 Radiological Impact of Normal Operations

5.3.1 Public Impact

In the present study only the radiological consequences of treating and/or
storing the wastes from the nuclear power plant are considered. The
radiological consequences of treating and/or storing the operating wastes from
Urenco are not explicitly included. Such wastes will fall into category A, C
or D given in Table 18. The quantities of low and intermediate level wastes
produced annually by Urenco and the existing Borssele nuclear power plant
are given in Table 19 and Table 20. The information given in these tables
suggests that the radiological consequences of treating and/or storing the
operational wastes from Urenco are expected to be negligible in comparison
with those of the operating wastes for a nuclear power plant

The quantity of waste that the COVRA will have to treat and store in the next
50 to 100 years will depend to a large extent on whether or not new nuclear
power plants are built. Therefore in the environmental impact report for the
COVRA facility [16] three scenarios are considered:
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Table 19 Quantities of radioactive waste from Urenco

Type of Waste

Active carbon

Active alumina (A12O3)

Ventilation system filters

Water treatment wastes

Other wastes

Note:
(1) Data taken from [4]

Table 20 Quantities

Type of Waste

Filter resins

Evaporation concentrates

Compressable waste

Organic liquid waste

Ventilation system filters

Filter cakes

Note:

of radioactive waste from the

Activity (Bq/yr)(1)

1.1013

5.1012

< 8 . 1 0 u

<6.109

< 5.109

8.1011

kg/yZ"

ca. 100

ca. 300

ca. 200

ca. 1800

ca. 3000

Borssele Nuclear Plant

Quantity0'

l m 3

25 m3

500 casks (100 1)

20 casks (60 1)

30 filter packets

4

(1) Data taken from [8]

Scenario 1. Assumes a constant production of radioactive waste from
hospitals, research institutes and industry and the waste from 30
years life of the existing nuclear power plants at Borssele and
Dodewaard. In this scenario it is assumed that where possible
the low and intermediate level waste is compressed.

Scenario 2a. As scenario 1 but assumes that the waste from 30 years life of
an additional 2000 MWe also has to be dealt with. In this
scenario it is assumed that where possible the low and
intermediate level wastes are incinerated.

Scenario 2b. As scenario 1 but assumes that the waste from 30 years life of
an additional 4000 MWe also has to be dealt with. In this
scenario it is assumed that where possible the low and
intermediate level wastes are incinerated.

For these three scenarios the total volume operating and decommissioning
wastes produced by the nuclear power plants is given in [16]. In this study
the data associated with an additional 2000 MWe and the assumption that all
low and intermediate level wastes are incinerated are used. The associated
waste quantities are given in Table 21 below.

The collective dose which results from the treatment and/or storage of
operating wastes can be caluclated from the information given in [16].
However, in order to be able to assess the radiological impact from the
treatment and/or storage of decommissioning wastes a number of assumptions
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Table 21 Waste quantities assumed for interim storage

Type of Waste

low/intermediate
level wastes

high level
wastes

Note:
(1) All data taken from [16].

operating wastes

decommissioning wastes

vitrified wastes

reprocessing wastes

decommissioning wastes

Volume(1)

200 m3/yr

18 000 m3

6 m3/yr

66m3/yr

2 000 m3

have to be made. For this study, it is assumed that the radiological impact of
processing the low and intermediate decommissioning wastes is the same per
unit volume as that from processing the operational wastes. It is further
assumed that there is no additional direct shine dose to the surrounding
population from the storage of low, intermediate and high level
decommissioning wastes.

The pathways by which the public is exposed are those pathways resulting
from releases of radioactive materials to the atmosphere and from liquid
releases to the Westerschelde and direct shine from the facility.

Atmospheric releases
Assuming that the used fuel elements from the reference nuclear power plant
are reprocessed, then the only atmospheric releases are from the
low/intermediate level waste treatment building and from the storage building
for the high level waste with low heat content The processing of low and
intermediate level radioactive waste results in the release of radioactive
materials to the atmosphere. The magnitude and breakdown of the release
depends upon the characteristics of the waste being treated and the treatment
process used. In Table 22 the release data and the associated collective doses
for an installed capacity of 2000 MWe are given for the cobalt and caesium
nuclide groups. For this study, all cobalt released is assumed to be ^Co and
all caesium is assumed to be 137Cs.

Table 22 Atmospheric release data from the low and intermediate level
waste treatment building and associated collective doses

Radionuclide

cobalt 60

caesium 137

total

Release rate^ '
[bq/s]

0.269

0.269

Collective Dose Rate®
[manSv/yr per Bq/s]

1.01 10"4

2.50 10"4

Collective Dose
[manSv/yr]

2.7 10"5

6.7 10"5

9.4 10 5

Notes:
(1) Data taken from [16]. Release rate data based on 2000 MWe/incineration scenario (i.e.

scenario2a - scenario2b)
(2) Data taken from [10]. Dose to the Dutch population.
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The containers containing the used fuel element cladding are stored in the
storage building for high level radioactive waste with low heat content.
Tritium is emitted from these containers and released via the building's
ventilation system. The quantity of tritium released and the associated
collective dose to the Dutch population is given in Table 23.

Table 23 Tritium release from the high level waste storage building and the
associated collective dose

Radionuclide Release rate(1) Collective Dose Rate<2) Collective Dose
[Bq/s] [manSv/yr per Bq/s] [manSv/yr]

tritium 0.21 4.4 10"8 9.1 10"9

Notes:
(1) Data taken from [16].
(2) Data taken from [10]. Dose to the Dutch population.

Liquid releases
During normal operations radioactive materials are released to the
Westerschelde as a result of the treatment of low and intermediate level
waste. The only radionuclide released in significant quantities from the
treatment of low and intermediate level wastes from nuclear power plant is
^Co. The liquid release data and the associated dose to the Dutch population
is given in Table 24.

Table 24 Liquid release data from the COVRA facility and the associated
collective dose

Radionuclide

cobalt 60

Notes:

Release rate(1)

[Bq/s]

3.17

Collective Dose Rate(2)

[manSv/yr per Bq/s]

1.4 10 s

Collective Dose
[manSv/yr]

4.4 10"5

(1) Data taken from [16].
(2) Data taken from [10]. Dose to the Dutch population.

Direct Shine
Those individuals living or working in the vicinity of the COVRA facility
will receive a dose via the direct irradiation exposure pathway. The sources
of this direct irradiation are the storage buildings for low/intermediate and
high level radioactive wastes.

The collective dose from this exposure pathway is dependent upon the
number of individuals exposed and the exposure rate. The numbers of
individuals living and working within the first 5 km of the site are given in
[16] and reproduced in Table 25 below.

Table 25 Population distribution around COVRA facility

Distance Inhabitants Workers

0 - 1 km 18 105

l - 2 k m 1311 2812

2 - 5 km 3301 2476
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The maximum individual dose rates as a result of the direct shine exposure
pathway are also given in [16] and reproduced in Table 26.

Table 26 Maximum individual dose rates near COVRA facility (direct shine)

Distance Maximum Individual Dose Rate (Sv/yr)

Site Perimeter 1.5 10"4

500 m (nearest habitation) 5.5 10"7

1500 m (Borssele village) 4.4 10"9

3500 m 7.6 10"13

These dose rates at distances of 500m, 1500m and 3500m have been
calculated assuming that the maximum dose rate at the site perimeter is
0.15 mSv/yr. These figures represent maxima for all scenarios considered in
[16] and also include a contribution from radioactive wastes other than those
from the nuclear fuel cycle. The figures have been derived assuming a
1 MeV gamma energy. This is a conservative assumption since although this
is a representative energy for the gammas emitted from the waste, the effect
of the packageing and storage facility have not been taken into account.

Based upon the local population density presented in Table 25 and the
individual dose rates presented in Table 26 and assuming 100% occupancy
the collective dose to the local inhabitants is 1.6 10"5 manSv/yr. Similarly
the dose to the local working population, assuming 2000 hour occupancy a
year, is 1.6 10"5 manSv/yr. The total collective dose from this exposure
pathway to the surrounding population and workers employed at nearby sites
is 3.2 10"5 manSv. It is reasonable to link this figure to an electricity
generating capacity of 4500 MWe and to assume that this figure will not
increase significantly if decommissioning wastes are included.

Decommissioning Wastes
The collective dose to the Dutch population as a result of the treatment of
low and intermeadiate level wastes from the decommissioning of 2000 MWe
of modern nuclear power plant capacity are given in Table 27.

Table 27 Collective doses from the treatment of decommissioning wastes

Release (Bq) Collective Dose (manSv)

Atmospheric release 137Cs 7.6 108 6.1 10"3

^Co 7.6 108 2.4 10"3

Liquid release ^Co 9 109 4 10"3

5.3.2 Occupational Impact

The COVRA interim storage facility is a new facility and is at present only
partially operational. Only limited occupational monitoring data exists on
which to base an assessment of the external costs associated with the
occupational radiological impact and it was not possible to consider this
impact in this scoping study.
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5.4 Radiological Impact of Accident Situations

To date most research into accident source terms for nuclear installations has
concentrated on the electricity generating stage of the nuclear fuel cycle.
Accident analyses for other stages of the nuclear fuel cycle have usually been
restricted to a number of design basis accidents and/or a maximum credible
accident To date no full source term spectrum (i.e. a set of accidental
releases and the associated probabilities which covers the full range of
possible accidents for the installation under consideration) has been developed
for the interim storage stage of the nuclear fuel cycle. In this study, therefore,
the analysis of the accidental situations at the interim storage stage is
restricted to a qualitative discussion.

In [16] a broad range of possible accidents at the reference interim storage
facility are considered. Scenarios are included which cover all operations at
the facility: the treatment of low and intermediate level wastes; the storage of
low and intermediate level wastes; and the storage of high level wastes. The
most important characteristics of each scenario with respect to the external
costs are the probability of each scenario and the magnitude of the release. A
brief description and the estimated probability of occurrence of each accident
scenario considered are given in Table 28. The release data are given in
Table 29.

The importance of the external costs associated with accidental releases from
the reference interim storage facility can be estimated by comparing the
magnitude and probabilities of these releases with normal releases from the
facility and with the magnitude and probability of severe reactor accident
releases at the same location. When doing this it is important to note that the
release data in Table 29 from all scenarios involving the treatment or storage
of low and intermediate level wastes is made up of wastes from research,
industry, hospitals and the nuclear fuel cycle facilities.

The atmospheric and liquid release data from normal operations of the
reference interim storage facility are given in Table 22 and Table 24
respectively. For some of the radionuclide groups in some scenarios given
above, the product of the magnitude of the release and the scenario
probability is greater than the release from normal operations. This suggests
that the external cost associated with accidental releases from the reference
interim storage facility are likely to be greater than those associated with
normal operations. It is, however, not possible in this scoping study to
determine what fraction of these costs may be linked to nuclear fuel cycle
activities.

For each accident scenario at the interim storage facility the magnitude of the
release and the probability of occurrence were compared with the largest
accident scenario considered at the electricity generation stage (the UKI
scenario). The radioisotopes of caesium are the most important radionuclide
group in determining the offsite costs associated with the UKI scenario. For
all accident scenarios at the interim storage facility the product of the caesium
release and the probability of occurrence of that release was significantly less
than the product of the caesium release and probability of UKI. With the
exception of the cobalt release fraction associated with the AV5 scenario this
is also true for the other radionuclide groups. However, the radioisotopes of
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Table 28 Accident Scenarios for Interim Storage Facility

Code Accident Description^

AVI Unintentional incineration of a-waste

AV2 Failure of exhaust gas filtration system

AV3 Fire in solid waste incinerator buffer stock

AV3a Fire in liquid waste incinerator buffer stock

AV4 Fire in high pressure compactor buffer stock

AV5 Fire in solid waste buffer stock

AV5a Fire in mixed liquid wastes buffer stock

AV6 Fire in a-waste buffer stock

AV7 Destruction of entire waste treatment building as a result of
aircraft crash followed by fire

AV7a Extensive flooding of waste treatment building (release to
sea)

LV1 Extensive flooding of low/int waste storage building (release
to sea)

LV2 Gas explosion.

LV3 Destruction of low/int waste storage building as a result of
aircraft crash followed by fire

HV1 Extensive flooding of high level waste storage building
(release to sea)

SE1 Damage to fuel element in hot cell

SE2 Damage to fuel element outside hot cell

SE3 Damage to fuel element on loading machine as a result of
aiccTaft crash

KS1 Damage to vitrified high level waste on loading machine as 1 10"9

a result of aircraft crash

Note:
(1) Accident description and probability taken from [16].

cobalt only contribute a few percent to the total offsite costs associated with
the UKI scenario. Based on the above discussion it seems reasonable to state
that the external costs associated with the accident situations at the interim
storage facility are unlikely to amount to a significant proportion of the costs
associated with accident situations at the electricity generation stage. It should
be emphasised however that more research is needed into accident scenarios
at all stages of the nuclear fuel cycle in the context of external costs.

Probability (yr1)

5

1

2

5

5

2

5

4

1

1

1

2.5

1

2.4

1

7

1

lO"1

io-2

io-2

io-3

io-3

io-2

io-3

10"6

10*

10*

10"6

10"6

io-*

10*

io-5

lO" 9
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Table 29 Release data for interim storage stage accident scenarios

Code®

Avl

Av2

Av3

Av3a

Av4

Av5

Av5a

Av6

Av7

Av7a

Lvl

Lv2

Lv3

Hvl

Sel

Se2

Se3

Ksl

Note:

cobalt

0

7 10*

5 107

7 10*

7.5 107

4 109

9 107

7.5 107

4 109

4 109

1 107

6 10*

3 10*

-

5.5 10*

1.8 1010

1.8 1010

0

Release

caesium

0

7 107

5 10*

2 10*

1.5 109

4 1010

2.5 1O9

1.5 109

4.5 1010

4.5 1010

4 109

2 10*

5 107

1 1010

5.9 106

2 1010

6.8 1011

1.7 1012

Data (Bq)(1)

iodine

0

0

1 10*

3 10*

0

8 109

4 109

0

3 10"

3 1011

4 102

2 104

2 104

-

6.6 107

6.6 107

9.9 107

0

a-emitters

2.5 103

0

0

0

7.5 107

0

0

7.5 107

7.5 107

7.5 107

3 103

3 10*

5 105

3 107

0

0

6.6 109

7 109

(1) All release data taken from appendices to [16].
(2) For a description of the accident scenarios see Table 28.

5.5 Monetary Evaluation of Radiological Impacts

The monetary evaluation of the public radiological impacts associated with
the normal operation of the COVRA facility is based on the collective dose
data given in section 5.3. These collective doses have to be normalised to the
unit of electricity production (i.e. TWh) by taking into account the electricity
generating capacity of the nuclear power plant from which the wastes
originate. The collective doses to the public given above resulting from the
atmospheric and liquid releases are associated with an electricity generating
capacity of 2000 MWe. The doses resulting from the treatment of operational
wastes are associated with one years operation of the power plant whilst the
doses from the treatment of the decommissioning wastes are associated with
the wastes resulting from 30 years operation of the power plant. The
collective dose to the public from the direct shine pathway can be assumed to
be associated with a capacity of 4500 MWe and is assumed to be the result
of the treatment and storage of the wastes from one years operating wastes.
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The normalised collective doses to the public from the interim storage stage
of the nuclear fuel cycle are given in Table 30. The normalised collective
doses have been converted to normalised external costs using the cost data
given in Table 2. For discount rates other than zero the time frame given in
Figure 1 has been used. The external costs for the interim storage stage are
given in Table 31.

Table 30 Normalised collective doses from interim storage

public

workforce

operational wastes

decommissioning wastes

operational wastes

decommissioning wastes

Table 31 External cost data for interim

Discount Rate

0%

3%

10%

Operation

Decommissioning

Operation

Decommissioning

Operation

Decommissioning

Collective dose (manSv/TWh)

1.1 10"5

3.0 10"5

not considered

not considered

storage

Public External Cost

(mECU/kWh)

2.05 10"6

5.58 W6

3.95 10"7

6.78 10"7

1.84 10'8

9.21 10"9
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6. Stages Outside The Netherlands

In this chapter the external costs associated with the operation of those stages
in the nuclear fuel cycle which do not currently take place in the Netherlands
are discussed. The stages covered are mining and milling, conversion, fuel
fabrication, reprocessing and the final disposal of nuclear wastes. The final
disposal of nuclear wastes may or may not take place in the Netherlands but
is included here since there is as yet no reference technology in the
Netherlands for this stage in the nuclear fuel cycle. For each stage covered a
short introduction is given to that stage, the radiological impacts are discussed
and a monetary evaluation of these impacts given. This discussion is based to
a large extent on the French reference study [1] and the 1993 UNSCEAR

report [5].

6.1 Mining and Milling

6.1.1 Introduction

Uranium mining and milling are the first stages in a once-through nuclear
fuel cycle. Mining is defined as the extraction from the ground of ore
containing between a tenth of a percent and several percent of uranium and
its decay products [5]. Mining is carried out by one of two general methods:
open-pit mining, in which the surface layer of soils and rock is removed and
the ore is extracted from an open pit, and underground mining. Milling is
defined as the processing of the mined ores to extract the uranium in a
partially refined form, known as yellow cake [5]. Mining and milling often
occur at the same location to avoid the costly transportation of bulky ores. No
uranium mining or milling activities occur in the Netherlands. The reference
technology considered in [1] is the mining complex of Loddve in the H6rault
region of France.

6.1.2 Radiological Impact

Public
Mining and milling operations result in releases to the atmosphere. The
releases from open cast mines consist of gases and particulates which arise
from surface mining activities. These releases are virtually unmonitorable. In
underground mines, dusts and gases are generated underground and released
via the chimneys of the underground ventilation systems. Such releases can in
principle be monitored. For both types of mining, there are releases resulting
from the above ground activities such as moving material around the site and
releases from stockpiled ore. Radon (^Rn) is the most important radionuclide
released from uranium mines. The atmospheric releases from milling facilities
are principally the dusts which arise from the crushing of the uranium ores.
In the 1993 UNSCEAR report [5] normalised releases are defined using release
data from a number of existing facilities for a reference mine and mill site.
The reference mine and mill site was defined to have a population density of
3 people/km2 out to 100 km and 25 people/km2 from 100-2000 km. The
collective effective dose to this population during the operation of the mine
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and mill was estimated to be 0.17 manSv/TWh. These normalised releases
were also used to assess the radiological impact for the reference mine and
mill site in [1]. The sum of the collective dose to the local, regional and
global population was found to be very similar to that given in [5]. For this
study the value given in [5] will be used to assess the external costs of the
radiological impact on the public associated with the atmospheric releases
from the normal operation of the mining and milling stage of the nuclear fuel
cycle.

Mining and milling operations also result in releases to nearby surface water
bodies. Releases from opencast mines are primarily in the form of liquid run-
off from site operations. In underground mines water is pumped from
underground and released. The liquid releases from the mill plant arise from
the dissolving, filtering and drying operations needed to produce uranium
oxide. In [5] the radiological impact associated with the liquid releases from
the normal operation of the mine and mill facilities is not evaluated. In [1]
this impact is shown to be negligible in comparison with the impact of the
atmospheric releases. This impact pathway is not considered further in this
study.

Releases from the stockpiled mill wastes (mill tailings) form an additional
public radiological impact from this stage in the nuclear fuel cycle. These
mill tailings contain the decay products of 234U and hence form a long term
source of atmospheric radon (the radon release rate will remain essentially the
the same for the next 10 000 years and will only decrease by a factor of 2 in
the next 100 000 years [5]). The magnitude of this impact will depend largely
upon how the mill tailings are treated. In [5] it is assumed that a reasonably
impermeable cover is placed over the tailings and this essentially remains
intact. This leads to an estimate of the collective effective dose of
1.7 10~3 manSv/TWh per year of release. Other scenarios considered in [5]
lead to collective doses in the range 1.1 10"5 to 1.1 10"2 manSv/TWh. In [1]
it is assumed that the mill tailings are replaced in the mine and that this is
sealed at the end of its working life. It is then assumed that there is no
additional radiological impact as a result of the exposure pathway. Clearly
such an approach is only possible for underground mines facilities.

Neither [1] or [5] give any consideration to the possible radiological impact
on the public as a result of accident situations at the mining or milling plants.
In [17] it is stated that to date no major accidents have occurred at uranium
mining or milling facilities.

Occupational
In [5] normalised collective doses are given for the occupational radiological
impact as a result of the mining and milling operations. The values given are
as follows: 0.65 manSv/TWh for underground mining; 6.8 10"3 manSv/TWh
for open cast mining; 0.49 manSv/TWh for mining as a whole; and
0.046 manSv/TWh for milling. In [1] the corresponding data are as follows:
9.4 10~2 manSv/TWh for mining and 1.8 10"2 manSv/TWh for milling. For
the monetary evaluation in this study the figures for mining as a whole and
milling from [5] are used.
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6.1.3 Monetary Evaluation

The normalised collective doses associated with the operational phase of the
mine and mill facility have been converted to normalised external cost data
using the data given in Table 2. For discount rates other than zero the time
frame given in Figure 1 was used. The external costs associated with the
normal operation of the mine and mill facility are given in Table 32.

Table 32 External costs associated with mine and mill operation

Discount Rate External Cost (mECU/kWh)

Public (local/regional) Workforce

0% 3.2 1(T2 7.8 1(T2

3% 6.1 10"3 1.6 10"2

10% 2.9 10"4 7.5 10"4

Clearly the external costs associated with releases of radon from the mill
tailings depend very much on the assumptions concerning the treatment of the
tailings made and the time period over which the release is integrated.
Assuming a collective dose of 1.7 10~3 manSv/TWh per year of release and
an integration time of 10 000 years gives a collective dose of 17 manSv/TWh
(which is equivalent to an external cost of 3.2 mECU/TWh for a 0% discount
rate). This demonstrates that this pathway could make an important
contribution to the external cost of the nuclear fuel cycle as a whole.

The non-radiological occupational health impacts have been considered in [1].
For the zero percent discount rate the external costs associated with these
impacts are of a similar magnitude to the external costs associated with the
radiological occupational health effects.

6.2 Conversion

6.2.1 Introduction

Conversion is defined as the series of physical and chemical transformations
involved in converting uranium from uranium concentrate to the metal or
hexafluoride form required for enrichment [5]. The first step involves the
transformation of the uranium concentrates (from the mills) to uranium
trioxide (UO3). The uranium to be used to make fuel for light water reactors
is then transformed via UF4 to UF6. The different stages of the conversion
may take place at one location or may be spread over several locations. In [1]
the reference technologies considered are the Malvesi plant - all stages to UF4

- and the Pierrelatte plant - the conversion of UF4 to UF6.

6.2.2 Radiological Impacts

Public
The emissions from the normal operation of the processes in the conversion
stage are generally relatively small. These releases consist primarily of the
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long-lived uranium isotopes (234U, 235U and 238U) and the radioisotopes
234Th and 234mPa [5]. In [1] the total collective dose to the general public
from the reference facilities is estimated to be 3.5 10"5 manSv/TWh. The
majority of this is a result of atmospheric releases. This figure is used below
in the monetary evaluation.

Neither [1] nor [5] give any consideration to the possible radiological impact
on the public as a result of accident situations at conversion facilities. The
most serious accident which could take place at a conversion facility would
be categorised as 4 on the International Nuclear Event Scale (INES) [17]. To
date 4 accidents have occurred at conversion facilities in OECD countries, the
most serious being categorised as 2 on the INES [17].

Occupational
The occupational exposures during the conversion stage are not considered
in [5]. In [1] normalised occupation collective dose from the normal operation
of the reference technologies is estimated to be 2.3 10"3 manSv/TWh. This
figure is used below in the monetary evaluation.

6.2.3 Monetary Evaluation

The normalised collective doses associated with the operation of the
conversion facilities have been converted to normalised external cost data
using the data given in Table 2. For discount rates other than zero the time
frame given in Figure 1 was used. The external costs associated with the
normal operation of the conversion facility are given in Table 33.

Table 33 External costs for conversion stage of fuel cycle

Discount Rate External Cost (mECU/kWh)

Public Workforce

0% 6.5 10"6 3.3 1(T46.5

1.3

5.9

10"6

10"6

10"8

3% 1.3 10"6 6.8 10"5

10% 5.9 10"8 3.2 10"6

In [1] the costs resulting from occupational non-radiological health impacts
associated with the normal operation of the conversion facility are also
quantified. These costs are greater than the occupational radiological health
effect costs and dominate the total costs (i.e. public and occupational) for all
discount rates.

6.3 Fuel Fabrication

6.3.1 Introduction

The fuel fabrication stage refers to the production of the reactor fuel from the
enriched UF6 from the enrichment plant. The UF6 is first converted into
uranium oxide and then made into fuel pellets with the required fuel
composition. These are then placed as columns in a zircaloy fuel rods, which
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are components of fuel element. As for the conversion stage the fuel
fabrication stage may be spread over several locations. There is currently no
fabrication of fuel elements in the Netherlands - in the seventies uranium
oxide fuel was fabricated at RCN for the Dodewaard plant and other reactors.
The reference technology considered in [1] is the fuel element fabrication
plant run by Franco-Beige de Fabrication de Combustibles at Pierrelatte.

6.3.2 Radiological Impact

Public
The emissions from the normal operation of the processes in the fuel
fabrication stage are generally relatively small. These releases consist
primarily of the long-lived uranium isotopes (234U, 235U and 238U) and the
radioisotopes 234Th and 234mPa [5]. In [1] the total collective dose to the
general public from the reference facility is estimated to be 9.2 10"

manSv/TWh. The majority of this is due to liquid releases.

Neither [1] nor [5] give any consideration to the possible radiological impact
on the public as a result of accident situations at fuel fabrication facilities.
In [17] it is estimated that the radiological impacts associated with accidents
at fuel fabrication facilities are comparable to those associated with accidents
at uranium enrichment facilities.

Occupational
In [5] the average normalised collective dose to those employed in the
fabrication of light water reactor fuel for the period from 1985 to 1989 is
estimated to be 8.0 10"3 manSv/TWh. In [1] the average normalised collective
dose to the workforce at the reference facility for the period 1988 to 1992 is
estimated to be 7.1 10'3 manSv/TWh. For the monetary evaluation the value
from [5] is used for the monetary evaluation.

6.3.3 Monetary Evaluation

The normalised collective doses associated with the operation of the fuel
fabrication facility have been converted to normalised external cost data using
the data given in Table 2. For discount rates other than zero the time frame
given in Figure 1 was used. The external costs associated with the normal
operation of the fuel fabrication facility are given in Table 34.

Table 34 External cost data for fuel fabrication stage

Discount Rate External Cost (mECU/kWh)

Public Workforce

0% 1.7 W6 1.2 10"3

3% 3.3 lO'7 2.4 1(T4

10% 1.5 108 1.1 10"5

In [1] the costs resulting from occupational non-radiological health impacts
associated with the normal operation of the fuel fabrication facility are also
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quantified. These costs are comparable to the occupational radiological health
effect costs at the zero discount rate and dominate the total costs (i.e. public
and occupational) for the other discount rates.

6.4 Reprocessing

6.4.1 Introduction

At the reprocessing stage of the nuclear fuel cycle uranium and plutonium are
extracted from the used fuel elements for possible reuse in nuclear power
reactors. Most reprocessing plants now make use of the plutonium uranium
recovery by extraction (PUREX) process. The following operations make up
the PUREX process [17]: the head end plant (i.e. where the used fuel elements
are received and the fuel is separated from the fuel cladding in a dissolver);
the extraction of uranium and plutonium from other actinides and fission
products; the purification and concentration of the uranium and plutonium
and their conversion to oxides; and the treatment of the various process waste
streams.

At present approximately 50% of the countries with civil nuclear power
plants (including the Netherlands) either reprocess their used fuel or have
expressed the intention to do so [5]. This represents about 50% of the used
fuel generated annually. Currently only circa 5% of the used fuel generated
annually is actually reprocessed [5]. Other countries, including the United
States of America, have chosen to treat the used fuel elements directly as
waste. The two principle operating reprocessing facilities in the world are
located at La Hague in France and at Sellafield in the UK. The reference
facility considered in [1] is the UP3 plant at La Hague.

6.4.2 Radiological Impact

Public
As a result of the operations at a reprocessing plant radionuclides are released
both to the atmosphere and to surface water bodies. The most important
radionuclides released are the long-lived nuclides 3H, 14C, 85Kr, 129I, 134Cs,
137Cs and isotopes of the transuranic elements [5]. In [1] the assessment of
the public radiological impact is based upon measured release data for all
radionuclides apart from C. The public radiological impact of 14C is based
upon the release data given in [5].

In [1] the normalised collective doses to the local and regional populations
associated with atmospheric and liquid discharges from the reference facility
were estimated to be 1.1 10~2 and 5.0 10"2 manSv/TWh respectively. These
values will be used for the monetary evaluation.

The radiological impact on the global population is dominated by the
atmospheric releases of 14C. The normalised releases of 14C to the
atmosphere from reprocessing facilities over the period 1985 to 1989 was
estimated to be approximately 2.3 10"1 TBq/TWh [5]. This gives rise to a
global collective dose integrated to 10 000 years of 21 manSv/TWh (or
32 manSv when integrated to 100 000 years). This figure is essentially based
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on releases from the Sellafield plant from the reprocessing of metal fuel
elements. Releases of 14C from the reprocessing of oxide fuel are expected to
be lower. In [1] the release data are reduced by a factor 3 to allow for this
and the values given here could therefore overestimate the impact of this
radionuclide.

Neither [1] nor [5] consider the radiological impact on the public due to
accidents at a reprocessing plant. Since the quantity of radioactive material
present in a reprocessing facility may be large in absolute terms the
radiological impact of severe accidents at this stage in the nuclear fuel cycle
could be a priority pathway. It has been shown that accidents with a large
public radiological impact (i.e. similar to the impact of severe accidents at
nuclear power plants) could occur at reprocessing plants [18]. However, the
probabilities of such accidents are estimated to be several orders of magnitude
lower than the probabilities of severe accidents at nuclear power plants. The
public radiological impact of accidents at reprocessing facilities is therefore
unlikely to make a significant contribution to the external costs of the nuclear
fuel cycle as a whole.

Occupational
The average normalised collective dose to those employed worldwide in the
reprocessing of oxide fuels from nuclear power plant for the period from
1985 to 1989 was estimated to be 7.4 1(T* manSv/TWh [5]. This figure is
based essentially on data from the French reprocessing plants and does not
include data from the new UP3 plant. The normalised collective dose to those
employed in this plant is expected to be significantly below the average given
above. In [1] the normalised collective dose to the workforce at the reference
facility (i.e. the UP3 plant) is estimated to be 1.76 10"3 manSv/TWh. This
figure is used in the monetary evaluation.

6.4.3 Monetary Evaluation

The normalised collective doses associated with the operation of a
reprocessing facility have been converted to normalised external cost data
using the data given in Table 2. For discount rates other than zero the time
frame given in Figure 1 was used. The external costs associated with the
normal operation of a reprocessing facility are given in Table 35 and
Table 36.

Table 35

Discount

External costs to
with reprocessing

Rate

the regional population
operations

External Cost

Public (local/regional)

and workforce associated

(mECU/kWh)

Workforce

0% 1.1 10"2 2.6 10"4

3% 2.2 10"3 5.2 10-s

10% 1.02 10'4 2.4 10"6

Clearly the total external costs from the reprocessing stage of the nuclear fuel
cycle are dominated by the costs associated with the long term radiological
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Table 36 External costs resulting from the radiological impact to the global
population associated with reprocessing operations

Discount Rate

0%

3%

10%

Note:
(1) Based on

External Cost (mECU/kWh)(I)

Global Population (to 10 000 years)

3.9

2.3 10"2

1.5 10"3

release data for the reprocessing of metal fuel.

impact to the global population. In [1] the costs resulting from occupational
non-radiological health impacts associated with the normal operation of the
reprocessing facility are also quantified. These costs are significanly greater
than the occupational radiological health effect costs but only contribute a
significant amount to the total costs (i.e. public and occupational) when the
discount rate is set to 10%.

6.5 Final Disposal

6.5.1 Introduction

The final disposal of high level radioactive waste is the last stage in the once-
through nuclear fuel cycle. The present policy of the Dutch government is
that this waste will be disposed of in a deep underground repository either in
the Netherlands or elsewhere. The government has also recently stated that
the waste should be retrievable from such a repository. Recent research in the
Netherlands has concentrated on rock salt formations as the host rock for
such a repository [19]. The designs considered in this research do not
explicitly account for the waste being retrieved.

A substantial amount of research has been carried out worldwide into the
safety of the various final disposal options. In particular, in the 1980's the
Commission of the European Communities funded the Performance
Assessment on Geological Isolation Systems (PAGIS) study [20]. Four
different high level waste disposal concepts were studied in the PAGIS study:
three continental options based upon clay, granite and rock salt as the host
rock and a sub-seabed option. The assessment of the external costs associated
with the final disposal stage of the French nuclear fuel cycle [1] was based
upon the PAGIS results for the granite option. The assessment of the
radiological impacts and external costs associated with the final disposal stage
of the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle will be based on the PAGIS results for the rock
salt option. This conforms with the recent emphasis in research in the
Netherlands.

6.5.2 Radiological Impact

Public
High level waste disposal facilities are designed to ensure that the radioactive
material is contained for as long as possible. All facility designs are based on
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a multi-barrier concept which means that a number of engineered barriers
(e.g. the waste container and facility containment) and natural barriers
(e.g. the host rock and the geosphere) are present between the waste and
man's immediate environment In the PAGIS study two types of exposure
scenarios are defined which result in the failure of these barriers and the
exposure of the public to radioactive material released from the disposal
facility: normal evolution scenarios and altered evolution scenarios [20].

Normal evolution scenarios essentially account for the gradual degradation of
the waste disposal facility by water and for the expected geological trends.
For normal evolution scenarios it is generally assumed that radionuclides will
be released from the disposal facility to the environment and the analysis of
such scenarios concentrates on determining when this will occur and the
consequences of the release. The analysis of the normal evolution scenario for
the disposal facility in rock salt concluded that the containment of the
radioactive waste in the rock salt would essentially be perfect. That is no
radioactive material from the facility would reach man's immediate
environment for an extremely long time [20]. Even if the rock salt dome were
to dissolve (the subrosion scenario) the first exposures would not occur until
several million years into the future. Since this is beyond the integration time
used in this study it can be concluded that for the purpose of this study there
is effectively no radiological impact on the general public as a result of the
normal evolution scenarios for the final disposal facility.

Processes which are not gradual are thought of as probabilistic and are
included in altered evolution scenarios. Examples of processes which lead to
altered evolution scenarios are seismic events and future human activity.
Given the discussion above concerning the normal evolution scenarios such
altered evolution scenarios (i.e. comparable with accident scenario's for other
stages of the nuclear fuel cycle) are more important in determining the
external costs associated with the final disposal of high level waste. In PAGIS

[20] the maximum individual doses associated with a number of altered
evolution scenarios were assessed. These altered evolution scenarios could
conceivably result in significant collective radiological impacts. The
probabilities of such scenarios are however either very low or virtually
impossible to estimate [20]. It was therefore considered unappropriate to
attempt to quantify the external costs associated with the altered evolution
scenarios in this scoping study.

Occupational
During the operational phase of the final disposal facility the workforce may
be exposed to increased levels of ionising radiation. Since only very limited
experience is available worldwide in operating such a facility it is not
possible to assess the occupational radiological impact using occupational
monitoring data. In the French reference study [1] a normalised occupational
radiological impact of 6 10"7 manSv/TWh was used. An impact of this
magnitude is negligible in comparison with the occupational radiological
impact of the nuclear fuel cycle as a whole. This impact is not considered
further in this study.
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6.5.3 Monetary Evaluation

No monetary evaluation of the radiological impacts associated with the final
disposal of high level radioactive waste has been attempted in this scoping
study.
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7. Transport of Radioactive Materials

7.1 Introduction

Since the various stages of the nuclear fuel cycle take place at different
locations materials have to be transported between the various fuel cycle
facilities. In this chapter the radiological impacts associated with the transport
of radioactive materials for the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle are discussed.

The majority of transports of radioactive materials for the Dutch nuclear fuel
cycle take place either exclusively outside the Netherlands or between the
Netherlands and other countries. Relatively few transports take place between
installations in the Netherlands. It was not possible in this scoping study to
gather and analyse data relating to all transports of radioactive materials
associated with the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle. The approach chosen is to give
a general discussion of the radiological impacts associated with the transport
of radioactive materials and an overview of those transports which take place
either exclusively or partially in the Netherlands. The monetary evaluation of
the radiological impacts is based upon the data given in the French reference
study [1].

7.2 Transport of Nuclear Fuel Cycle Materials in the
Netherlands

Radioactive materials are transported between the various stages of the
nuclear fuel cycle. These transports generally take place by road, rail or sea
and are governed by national and international regulations. The packaging of
the materials to be transported plays a central role in the legislation.

Both members of the public and the nuclear fuel cycle workforce may be
exposed to increased levels of ionising radiation as a result of the transport of
radioactive materials. The occupational radiological impact is made up of the
exposure of drivers and those employed to load and unload the transports.
The public impact is made up of exposure of those individuals who live near
the transport route and other road users. During the normal operation of
transports between fuel cycle facilities the public and workforce are only
exposed via the external irradiation pathway. Following an accident
individuals may also be exposed via the inhalation and ingestion pathways.
Computer codes have been developed to assist in quantifying the radiological
impacts associated with the transport of radiological materials.

At present only three stages of the nuclear fuel cycle take place within the
Netherlands. It therefore follows that only a relatively small number of the
transports associated with the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle take place either
entirely or partially in the Netherlands. An overview of these transports is
given in Figure 6.

The transports which currently take place either entirely or partially in the
Netherlands can be categorised as follows: the transport of UF6 to and from
the uranium enrichment facility; the transport of fuel elements to and from
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The Netherlands

Electricity Generation

Outside
The Netherlands

Figure 6 The transport of nuclear fuel cycle materials in the Netherlands

the nuclear power plants; and the transport of operational wastes from the
enrichment facility and the power plants to the interim storage facility. In the
future high level wastes will be transported from the reprocessing plants to
the interim storage facility and then to a final disposal facility either in the
Netherlands or elsewhere.

Table 37 Transports ofUF6 to and from the Urenco facility

Containers*1* Transports*1*

UF6 feed material

Enriched UF6

Depleted UF6

550®

450<3>

470<2>

200

90

160

Notes:
(1) All data taken from [4]. Based on an enrichment capacity of 2500 tSW/yr.
(2) The containers for the transport of UF6 feed / depleted UF6 have a 12.5 ton capacity.
(3) The containers for the transport of enriched UF6 have a 2.25 ton capacity.

An overview of the transports of UF6 to and from the uranium enrichment
facility is given in Table 37. The quantities of operational wastes transported
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annually from the uranium enrichment facility and the existing Borssele
nuclear power plant are given in Table 19 and Table 20. Each year a limited
number of transports of new and used fuel elements to and from the nuclear
power plants takes place.

7.3 Monetary Evaluation of Radiological Impacts

The public and occupational radiological impacts resulting from the normal
operation of all transports associated with the French nuclear fuel cycle have
been estimated in [1]. Since all stages of the nuclear fuel cycle take place in
France this estimate includes a contribution from all transports of radioactive
material associated with the nuclear fuel cycle. The normalised estimates
given in [1] are used for the monetary evalution in this study and are
reproduced in Table 38.

Table 38 Normalised collective doses associated with transport of nuclear
fuel cycle materials

Normalised Collective Dose (manSv/TWh)

Public 1.33 10"3

Workforce 1.18 10"3

The normalised collective doses have been converted to normalised external
costs using the cost data given in Table 2. For discount rates other than zero
the time frame given in Figure 1 has been used. The external costs associated
with the normal operation of transport between the various stages of the
nuclear fuel cycle are given in Table 39.

Table 39 External cost data for transport stage

Discount Rate External Cost (mECU/kWh)

Public Workforce

0% 2.5 1 0 4 1.7 10"4

3% 4.8 10"5 3.5 10"5

10% 2.2 10"6 1.6 10"6

In addition to normal operations a number of accident scenarios involving the
transport of radioactive materials between stages in the French nuclear fuel
cycle were considered in [1]. The radiological impact of these scenarios
(i.e. taking into account the magnitude of the radiological consequences and
the probability of occurance of the scenario) was estimated to be negligible in
comparison with the radiological impact of normal operation. This impact is
not considered further in this study. In [1] the external costs associated with
non-radiological health impacts are also analysed. These impacts are the
deaths and injuries to the public and to the workforce associated with traffic
accidents and constitute approximately 50% of the total external cost at the
0% discount rate.
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8. Discussion

In this scoping study the external costs of the radiological health impacts
associated with the Dutch nuclear fuel cycle have been analysed. For the
nuclear fuel cycle facilities which currently exist in the Netherlands the
radiological impacts to the public and the workforce associated with the
normal operation of each facility were assessed using up to date site specific
data. For those stages in the fuel cycle which do not take place in the
Netherlands the radiological impact data given in the French reference
study [1] or the 1993 UNSCEAR Report [5] were used. The offsite costs of
severe accidents at the electricity generating stage of the fuel cycle were
quantitatively assessed using a source term for a modern pressurised water
reactor [9]. Where possible a qualitative discussion of the radiological
impacts associated with accidental situations at other stages in the nuclear
fuel cycle has been given.

The external cost data calculated using a zero percent discount rate are
summarised in the tables below. Indicative values for the other discount rates
have been calculated based on the simplifying assumptions given in chapter 2
and these values are given in the text relating to each stage of the nuclear
fuel cycle.

Table 40 Normalised external cost data for regional population and
workforce from normal operations of nuclear fuel cycle facilities

Stage

Mining & Milling

Conversion

Uranium Enrichment

Fuel Fabrication

Electricity Generation

Reprocessing

Interim Storage

Final Disposal

Transport

Notes:

External Cost

Public (local/regional)

3.2 10-2 (3)

6.5 l O - 6 ^

1.5 10"8 (2)

1.7 lO-^4)

3.0 10-4 («

1.1 10-2 (4)

7.6 10"6 («

not assessed

2.5 10-4(4)

(mECU/kWh)(1)

Workforce

7.8 lO-2 O)

3.3 10"4(4>

4.0 10-5 (2)

1.2 10-3 (3»

5.8 10-2(2)

2.6 10"4(4)

not assessed

not assessed

1.7 10-4(4)

(1) Assuming a zero percent discount rate.
(2) Based upon Dutch site specific data.
(3) Based upon radiological impact data given in [5].
(4) Based upon radiological impact data given in [1].

The normalised external cost data for the regional population and the
workforce associated with the normal operation of the various fuel cycle
facilities given in Table 40 has been derived by analysis and by reference to
other studies. The data is therefore not strictly comparable but does give an
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indication of the magnitude of the radiological impacts and associated
external costs for each facility. The results for those stages which take place
in the Netherlands are broadly comparable with those given in the French
reference study [1]. Any differences have been discussed in the relevant
section of this report.

Table 41 Normalised external cost data for the global population from the
normal operation of nuclear fuel cycle facilities

Stage External Cost (mECU/kWh)(1)

Global Population (to 10 000 years)

Mining & Milling 3.2 (2)

Electricity Generation 4.4 10"2 (3)

Reprocessing 3.9 (2)(4)

Notes:
(1) Assuming a zero percent discount rate.
(2) Based upon the radiological impact data given in [5].
(3) Based upon Dutch site specific radiological impact data.
(4) Based on release data for the reprocessing of metal fuel.

The collective radiological impacts to the global population are made up of
very low individual dose levels integrated over thousands of years (Table 41).
When making assessments of such impacts, a number of important
assumptions have to be made which play an important role in the result
obtained. Since these assumptions are intended to enable illustrative
assessments to be performed, the results obtained should be seen in this light.
It is however reasonable to state that these global radiological impacts
dominate the total collective radiological impact from nuclear fuel cycle
activities and hence the external costs for zero percent discount rate. For non-
zero discount rates these impacts are less important. The collective dose to
the global population is made up essentially from the releases of 14C from the
reprocessing plant and from the releases of radon from the mine and mill
wastes.

Table 42 Normalised external cost data for the regional population
associated with accidental situations at the electricity generating
stage

Stage External Cost (mECU/kWh)(1)

Public (local/regional)

Electricity Generation 3.0 10"3 (2)

Notes:
(1) Assuming a zero percent discount rate.
(2) Based upon a source term for a modem pressurised water reactor [9].

The radiological impact used to calculate the external cost of severe accidents
is determined by the magnitude of the release and the probability of
occurrence of the accident scenarios analysed. A normalised value is given in
Table 42. It must be emphasised that the costs associated with severe
accidents cannot be represented by one value. Such values should not simply
be added to the values obtained from normal operations from the facility to
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give a total for that facility. The CCDFS presented in section 4.5 give a fuller
representation of the external costs associated with severe accidents.

In the French reference study [1] it was concluded that more work is needed
to (1) assess the uncertainty associated with the assessments (2) develop
methodologies to deal with large spans of time and space and (3) assess the
costs associated with major accidents. Clearly the first two conclusions are
related and, given the dominance of the global radiological impact under the
present methodology, very important. The fundamental assumption in the
ECFC methodology for assessing the radiological health impacts associated
with nuclear fuel cycle activities is that the dose-response relationship is
linear and goes through the origin. This assumption has been adopted from
the field of radiological protection. There is currently insufficient data to
determine with certainty what shape the dose-response function has at very
low doses and dose rates. The objective of the field of radiological protection
is to protect mankind from the harmful effects of ionising radiation and the
assumption that the dose-response relationship is linear is made within this
framework. Different assumptions with respect to the dose-response
relationship could have profound effects on the results of the study.

With respect to the third conclusion made in the French study [1] it should be
stated that within the framework of accident consequence assessment a
reasonable amount of work has already been carried out into the assessment
of the offsite economic costs associated with major accidents. One conclusion
of the present scoping study is that future work in the context of external cost
research should be directed at developing ways to present the costs from
accidental situations and to combine these costs with the external costs
associated with normal operations. In keeping with welfare economics future
work should take into account the concept of risk as experienced by the
general public. In particular, it has been established that members of the
public are more concerned about low probability - high consequence events
than about high probability - low consequence events having the same mean
damage.

Additionally, in this scoping study the radiological impacts associated with
accidental situations at stages other than the electricity generating stage have
been qualitatively discussed. To date, most work in this area has been
performed within the framework of license applications. The qualitative
discussions in this scoping study indicate that the external costs associated
with such accidents may be as (or more) important as (than) the external
costs associated with the normal operation of that stage. Although these
accident situations are unlikely to contribute significantly to the external costs
associated with the whole fuel cycle they may form priority impacts for
particular stages. More work is thus needed into accident scenarios at all
stages of the nuclear fuel cycle in the context of external cost research.
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